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Ing that there la nothing In the plat
form calling for apology. There la
nothing that you would avoid or run
away from. There la nothing omitted
that you need supply by giving your
Individual views. In these respects you
have a tremendous advantage of your
Republican opponent Standing on
such a platform possessed of an abidAFFAIR
ing conviction that our causa Is just
you will draw the keen blade of
righteousness
and truth, throwing
away the scabbard and fight for none.
ol
JU
People
Thousands
Your party has emphatically refused
to form any alliances with special InLincoln to Hear the Com
terests that enjoy special privileges
'nder Republican administration. You
moner Accept the
.ave always refused to compromise
with those who prostitute the funcNomination.
tions of government for the lust of
greed. It was your lofty statesmanship
your unwavering fidelity, your Jeffer.
son standard of Democracy that InHE DISCUSSES ONLY
duced the representatives of millions
of American freemen unanimously to
choose you as their candl'kite for the
FEW OF THE ISSUE
highest office In the world.
"It would be Inappropriate for me
to detain this splendid audience that
has met here today to listen to your
Sidesteps Mosl of the Planks In patriotic and eloquent words. There-fornow hand you an authenclated
Both Plattorms to Ask "Shall
copy of the platform adopted by the
Democratic convention at Denver, and
the People Rule?" But Promrequest the secretary to read the forises to Tell the Country
mal letter of notification."
Mr. Bryan responded In part as
His Views Later On.
follows:
Our platform declares that the
Issue which manifests
Lincoln, Auk. 12. With a salute of overshadowing
questions now under
48 suns, one tor each elate, given at Itself In allIsthe
discussion,
"Shall the people rulet"
daybreak, Lincoln began the celebraNo matter which way we turn; no
tion of lte first notification day. The mater to what subject we address
city was astir early and trolley care ourselves, the same question confronts
to Falrvlew were crowded all morn- us: Shall the people control their own
ing but the larger number of visitors government, and use
that government
remained in the city near the oapltol for the protection of their rights and
grounds where the ceremonies were for the promotion of their welfare? or
held Thousands of people arrived shall the representatives of predatory
early today by regular and special wealth prey upon a defenseless pubtrains and Lincoln today la entertain lic,
the offenders scure Immuning the largest number of visitora in ity while
from subservient officials whom
its histoxy.
they raise to power by unscrupulous
opened at methods? This Is the Issue raised by
The official program
noon with luncheon at Hotel Lincoln the "known abuses", to which Mr.
given by the committee of arrange- Taft refers.
ments at which the guests were BrySo long as the Republican party
an, Kern, Governor Sheldon and other remains In power. It is powerless to
no
state officials and members of the
to regenerate Itself. It can not attack
tification committee, with members of wrongdoing ln nigh places without
the national committee who are here. disgracing many of Its prominent
Mayor Brawn's attempt to make a members, and It therefore, uses opiaffair of the ceremony ates instead of the surgeon's knife.
was entirely successful. The gover- Its malefactors construe each Repubnor and all state officials are Repub- lican victory as an endorsement of
licans and the governor rode in the their conduct and threaten the party
first carriage with Mayor Brown, with defeat If they ere lnterferred
Democratic executive of the city.
with. Not until tnat party passes
The nonpartisan character of the through a period of fasting ln the
"ceremony ended at the platform how- wilderness, will the Republican leadever, where speches were dellverd. ers lenrn to study public questions
At 1:30 the party left the hotel and from the standpoint of the masses.
proceeded to the capltol grounds led Just as with Individuals, "the. cares
this world and the deceltfulness of
by a platoon of police. Marching clubs
were eonspiciously absent as the ma riches choke the truth," so In politics.
yor wished the parade to be as Bimple wnen party leaders serve - far away
as possible. In the first carriage with from home and are not In constant
continued
the governor and mayor were. J. E. contact with the voters, eyes
to the
P. L. Hall pirty success blinds their
Mller, and
u
nedes of the people and makes them
of the national committee. The
carriage contained the chairman, deaf to the cry or distress.
An effort has been made to secure
state congressional, county and city
committees. In the third Bryan, Kern, legislation requiring publicity as to
Mark and Clayton rode. The notifi- campaign contributions and expendileaders,
cation committee followed in other tures: hut the republican
even In the face of an Indignant pubcartages, being arranged In alphabelic, refused to consent to a law which
tical order.
ln elections.
Long before the time set for the would compel honesty brought
up In
was
ceremonies the capltol grounds were When the matter
national conpacked with people. As the Demo- the rurent Republican
the plank was repudiated by
cratic candidate emerged from the vention,
a mighty a vote of 880 'to 94. Here. too. Mr
oapltol onto a platform
apologize for
cheer went up from the multitude, Taft has been drivento todeclare
himself
and
which continued several minutes. his convention
and yet.
Clayton was liberally aplauded in hii In favor of a publicity law;says
upon
what he
seven minute notification speech and 1' vou will road
you will find that his
subli'Ct.
tnls
by
interrupted
constantly
Bryan was
out uromise falls far short of the re
cheers and applauds as he brought
of the situation. He says:
the principal points In his) response. quirements
I
elerted president, I shall
am
"If
and
address
a
short
Kern delivered
urge upon Congress, with every hope
then he and Bryan retired to the capl- of
success, that a law be passed
tol building where they held a public
the filing. In a federal office
reception, and the exercises were con.
of a statement of the contributions re.
eluded.
celved by committees anil candidates
Mr. Clayton said:
in elections fir members or congress,
"Mr. Bryan; Tle national DemoIn such other elections as are con- and
cratic convention that assembled at atitiiHonallv
of
within the control
repreDenver on July 7 was truly a
press."
sentative body of the people of the Co!
I shall not embarass him by asking
United States. Harmony characterihe bases his hope or sue
zed its deliberations and all of its upon what
It Is certainly not on any en
conclusions were reached with unani- cess:
from
mity. It stood for the conservation of ponrairement he has received
Republican leaders. It is sufficient to
government under a written constituwere realized
tion and forthe application of Demo- say that If his hopes
If In spite of the adverse actlon of his
cratic principles in public affairs to convention,
he should succeed in se
meet the requirements of progressive
of the very law
American civilisation. Without the In- curlntr the enactment
It would Stive but
tervention of a completed ballot ui.inh he favors. has
read the Demo
you were nominated for the office partial rellf. He
lan
United orotic nlatform: not only his Indi
the
president
of
of
States. A committee, composed of the guage, but his evident alarm.
permanent chairman and one dele- cates that he has read it carefully.
the action of
gate fnm each state and territory, He even had before him commit
ee ln
was appointed to Inform you of your he Democratic national
and applying tlwt p'at-- f
selection as the standard bearer of Intf.pretlngyet.
falls to say that he
jour party In the pending campaign, orm;rs and publlheption
cl the contrithe
fav
pursuance
con.
fore,
of
in
the
Then
the election. Of course.
vention, this committee here present, butions before
a natural curiosity to find
now brings to you this message from It satisfies
pur"t how an election has been
a united an l aggressive Democracy. chased,
when the knowledge
Our great party is confident of the comes tooeven
late to be of service, butrightousness of its case, and relying
be kept In darupon the f.ipp"rt of the people. Is why should people
past? Why
election
determined to rescue the government iesr until the
locking of the door be
Of the republic from the hands of the should the
until the horse la gjne?
despoieis who have exploited it for
to the corrupt use of money
Next
to
in
and
favorites
the
of
benefit
the
present
method of electing United
people.
plain
the
of
mas.es
of
t'le
lurv
"We know that our party, platform Mates senators Is most responsible
For
and can lllate stand for the best In lor the obstruction of reforms.
terests of all the people. We know cne hundred years after the adoption
demand f r
that suecess is deserved. We believe of the constitutionon thesenators,
while
of
that our party and candidate, animat the popular elect expression,
did nit
ed by the wisest arid most patriotic (aiding Increased
A
purposes, w ill aehleve victory In No- become a dominant sentiment.
vember, on no politial Issue Is the constitutional amendment had from
platform a straddle or evasion, and tune to time been suggested and the
Its every t eolaration squares w ith the matter had been more or less disprinciples of nldfashioned Democracy. cussed In a few or the states, but the
It is essentially a Democratic instru movement had not reached a point
ment preserving and applying the where It manifested Itself through
d
faith of the fathers to existing condi congressional action. In the
Congress, however, a resolutions.
a House com"""It Is hardly worth while to say, sir. tion was reported from
the necessary constithat In the Judgment of your party mittee proposing
associates, and our countrymen gen tutional amendment, and this resolu fit our tion passed the House of Representaerally you as our candidate
platform. And It Is equally gratify- - ' tives by a vote which was practically

GETTING READY FOR THE TEDDY AFRICAN HUNT
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Union. Chaves and Valencia They Would Forget the Past
Instruct for the Best Deleand Bend Efforts to Devel-opin- g
gate New Mexico Has
Rich Section
Ever Had.
of the Country.
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County Delegates ore Loud In
Their Praises of Delegate Who
Does Things and Vote to Return Him to National Congress This Fall.

nstead of Making Progress as Did
Their Fathers the Young Men of
the Southern States Listen
to Kabld Leaders and Neglect Their interests.

,

Clayton, N. M., Aug. 12 (Special)
Union county Republicans In conven

Chattanooga, Term., Aug. 12. Tha
principal event of the convention "f
tion today endorsed the work ot
Sec re tar lea
Southern
Commercial
tt. Andrews in Congress and with a which is being held here was today
display, of enthusiasm .Instructed its the address of G. G. Dawes, secretary
delegates for him first last and all the of the Commercial club of Montgomtime.
ery, Ala., on "Why Commercial Bod
Resolutions were adopted com ies Distrust Demagogues."
The ad
mending the national and territorial dress treated of the neea ot th
administration and the Republican smth. Mr. Dawes said:
organization. Union county will give
In view of the wondrous heritage of
W. u. Andrews not only alt of its Re
the south ln minerals and in vegeta
publican votes this fall but many tion, whose distribution to a waiting
Democratic votes.
world will benefit all and enrich th
south, the greatest need of the south.
Oliavcs for Andrews Too.
s development.
It has been roughly
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 12. (Special) stated that the south needs (500,000.-C0- O
The Republicans ot this county held
additional capital at the present
tnelr convention here today and in time to lead to Its predestined growth.
structed their delegates for W. H. An 1 might say that Alabama alone needs
drews. They adopted strong resolu- such an amount, because of its enor
tions and there was much enthusiasm. mous undeveloped resources above
The work done by W. H. Andrews in and under ground, because of Its unsecuring an appropriation for a fed controlled water power and becaua
eral building here has made him oi Its dock necessities when the minstrong in this county and he will also erals begin to move. The south with
receive many Democratic votes this such a clamorous need is neverthe
fall from men who are opposed to less afflicted with men who try to
Larrazolo and In favor of a delegate make it appear that capital should
who can do things ln Congress.
be hindered ln every conceivable way.
Thuse are blinding the people to the
Andrews Gets Valencia.
very bust friend of the southern
Los Lunas, ;I. M., Aug, 12. (Spe, BUtes. Nothing is better for a com
elal) Valencia county Republicans munity or a state than a rush of ac
held their convention here today and tive money. A dollar held In a stock
unanimously voted to Instruct their ing or in some other place of con
big delegation to the Santa Fe con cealment doe-- absoiuieiy
no good.
vention for W. H. Andrews. There The owmV merely has the sense cf
was a large attendance at the conven
possession without the sense to use.
tlon and marked enthusiasm. Strong It is as absolutely withdrawn from
resolutions were adopted and the useful participation in the world aa
delegates In attendance promised that If thrown away. Should the owner
this county would give its usual big spend it he is uolng good, because he
Republican vote to the Republican puts it In motion. He can do stitl
tandidates this fall.
more good wlih it by investing It and
making It work. Now demagogue
have tried to mislead our people and
make the working dollar as almoaty
There will be an Informal re- criminal In Its Intent. The Inconsiat-mcccption at the Commercial Club
of such an attitude, embodied in
tonight for A. L. Richmond and
various laws pulsed with malice afore
J. E, Lybrand, tho eastern men
thought, is that the very men who
who are here for the purpose, of
passed these laws condemning active
building the Albuquerque Eastmoney to teur unfair burdens merely
ern branch of the New Mexico
ttoause oAIls activities are men wino
Central rall.i.ty. liy building
woulii notWilnk of investing a doll,
the Eastern, Mr. R chmond and
mil. s to lilke it prof. table to then
Mr. Lybrand will become finan- sUvej. Their working dollars are not
dally Interested In the upbuild
criminals, but benefactors; neither aro
Ing of Albuquerque and it is lm- the dollars ln massed enterprise
portant that all business men of
criminal, for every one of these comthe city get out and me-ethem.
ing from without, or invented by ourThe reception will open at 8
selves, makes more business ami
o'clock. The visitors were driven
leaves behind year by year, ln wages
about the city this afternoon and
and development, more than it can
both expressed themselves as be- possibly carry away. They )nvelgh
ing favorably Impressed with the
against massed capital when nothlna
city.
but massed capital can handle the
vast opportun.tles awaiting develop-me- n
right where we live.
Commercial bodies of the southern
PROFESSOR HEWITT
states distrust demagogues and charge
TO VISIT rAJARITO them with the crime of misleading
of our unSanta Fe, N. M., Aug. 12. (Spe- our young men and some
cial)
Prof. Edgar L. Hewitt, the thinking men of older years so that
lioted archaeologist of Washington, they look upon the friend of the south
arrived here yesterday
and today a the enemy of the south. They also
leaves for a sojourn of six or eight charge demagogues with scattering
weeks In the Pajarito park cliff dwell- wrong Impressions of the south and
ing region, where he will conduct In- of it men and thus producing welW
vestigations and make excavations. founded timidity elsewhere ln relation
Prof. Hewitt has recently returned to our enterprises here.
from a European trip.
In one of the southern states Is a
man who is supposed to have deslg ia
upon the governorship of his sia'.j.
OPERATE ON SENATOR,
proper conditions of excitement
Aug.
Baltimore,
12.
Former Under
will shout at the top of his
man
this
United States Senator, Roger Q. Mills
The
"I am unreconstructed."
t Texas, who came to Baltimore yes. voice,
demagogic character of this shout 1
terday to undergo a surgical
fact that this man was
tlon. was reported resting comfortab-h- e found in the
ly thl" morning. Mills was operated not born during the Civil war and
upon today and the operation was de- yet would rise to power by keeping
clared successful. It was added that alive the passions that rexulted from
in all
while the senator was a very sick man the most dreadful calamity
there was every hope of his recovery southern history, the death of Lincoln,
despite his advanced age.
Such demagogues reduce the moral
and political stature of our young
men by constantly compelling their
KANSAS HAS A TORNADO.
to live in the past. So far
Pratt. Has., Aug. 12 A tornado In thoughts
Ihe southern part of the county today as the south hi Us relation toque-tlo-then
demolished houses and barns. and United States Is concerned, the
Involved was settled for ail time
Urge trees 18 Inches thick were
snapped off. A stretch 200 yards wide fifty years ago by the Civil war. It
and eighty miles long was devastated, was settled, Just as the order of the
,No lives are known to have been lost solar system was settled, by the debut several persons were Injured. The cree of almighty God. Commercial
bodies of the southern states distrust
ions will reach $100,000.
demagogues and charge them with o
constantly emphasizing and relterit-iri- g
WIUlOl WRIGHT MAKES
5
Issues of
that our young
SCtVESSEl'L FLIGHT menthesettle
back with a feeling that
Lemans, France. Aug. 12. Wilbur the heroic age is past and that there
Wriht made a spleniid flight with Ik naught for them to do worthy of
his aroplane here this morning, cir the history of their long lineage. Incling the field five times and remain- - stead
of these men pointing the finger
K
In
in the sir six minutes nn.i Kt
uKuni. Th. flight a - nniaina forward, along a pathway to state
throughout, with the highest level at
sixty feet.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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WEAIHER FORECAST

Conunanimous.
In the Fifty-thir- d
gress a similar resolution was reported to and adopted by the House of
d
Representatives.
Both the
Congresses were
and Fifty-thir- d
Democratic. The Republicans gained
control of the House as a result of
the election of 1SSM and iu the Fifty-fourcongress the proposition died
in committee. As tinse went on. now-eve- r,
the sentiment grew among the
people, until it forced a Republican
Congress to follow the example siet
by the Democrats and then another
and another Republican Congress
acted favorably, State after state has
endorsed this reform, until nearly
of the states have recorded
themselves In its favor. The United
senate,
however, lrnpuden.ly
states
and arrogantly obstructs the passage
of the resolution, notwithstanding the
iact that the voters of the United
States, by an overwhelming majority,
demand it. And this refusal Is the
more significant when it is remem-bure- d
that a number of senators owe
their election to great corporate in- -l
national
rests. Three Democratic
tiatforms the, platforms of 1KU0,
1V04 and 19US specifically call for
u change in the constitution which
w ill put the election of senators in the
hands of the voters, and the proposition has been endorsed by a number
ot the smaller parties, but no Republican national contention has boon
willing to champion the cause of the
people on this subject. The subject
vaa Ignored by the Republican national convention in 1U0U; it was Ignored in 1904, and the propositi n
was explicitly repudiated in 10S, for
the recent Republican national convention, by a vote of 868 to 114. rejected the plank endorsing the popular election of senators and this wa4
dune ln the convention which nominated Mr. Taft. few delegates from
his own state voting for the plank.
The third instrumentality employ ad
to defeat the will of the people in
lound ln the rules of the house of
Our platform points out
tnat "the House of Represeutativos,
designed by the fathers of the
to be the popular branch of
our government, responsive to the
public will." aaid adds:
"The House of Representatives, as
controlled in recent years by the Republican party, ha ceased to be a deliberative and legislative body,
ve to the will of a majority tf
the members, but has come under tho
absolute domination of the speaker,
who has entire control of its deliberations and powers of legislation.
"We have observed with amazement
the popular branch of our federal
government helpless to obtain either
or enactment of
ihe consideration
measures desired by a majority of its

PLEASED

CAPITALISTS

Fifty-secon-

WITH PROSPECTS

KILLED IN ACCIDENT

OFEASItffli

WITHJUT0

th

two-thir-

co.i-siitut.-

numbers."
This arraignment

!s fully Justified.
The reform Republicans ln the House
Representatives, when ln the miit
nority in their own party, are as help-i.s- s
to obtain a hearing or to secure
a vote upon a measure as are the
reniocraia. In the recent session of
the present congrefd there was a considerable element In the Republican
tarty favorable to remedial legislation; but a few leaders. In control of
despotically
the organisation,
these members, and thus
forced a real majority In the House
to submit to a well organized minority. The Republican national convention, Instead of rebuking th'a attack
upon popular government, eulogized
Congress and nominated as the Re- sup-iress- ed

(Continued on Page Four.)

While TIJeras Canyon Route Running a Mile a Minute the
Will Necessitate Heavy ExCar Broke Down and
pense it Is Feasible
Plunged Over Bank
SPEND THE DAY
HE WAS BOSTON'S
INSPECTING CITY
HEAVIEST TAXPAYER
The Albuquerque Eastern party,
composed of Col. W. S. Hopewell and
the i'ittsburgers who are here for the
purpose of looking over the survey
of tbe proposed line, who wont up In
to TiJeras canyon yesterday in an automobile, returned to the city late
last evening safely. The machine was
driven to top most part of the pass
on the mountains and "returned without an accident.
A. L. Richmond, of the Metropolitan National bank of Pittsburg, who
is interested In the reorganization of
the Santa Fe Central anj Albuquerque Eastern roads and who was one
ot the auto party, said this afternoon
that he was favorably Impressed with
the Albuquerque Eastern proposition.
He said that it looked to him like the
most profitable part of the merged
Central and Eastern. He said that the
TiJeras canyon route was a very
heavy grade and meant the expenditure of a million dollars ln construction, but would undoubtedly make
the rest of the Central pay. Mr. Richmond said that the Hagan
branch
would be built immediately.
The
branch will .be nineteen miles long
and will be completed within four
months. The construction
of the
Eastern Into the city will follow.
J'r. Richmond, Mr. Lybrand. Col.
Hopewell and E. C. Butler have spent
the greater part of the day riding
about the city In Mr. Butler's big red
touring car seeing Albuquerque's Industries. A visit was made to the Wool
Securing mills and the Southwestern
Hrewery and Ice company. The
Itlng capitalists were very much Impressed with the quality of the brew
terved ln the storage room of the
The lumber
Southwestern plant.
mills were visited this afternoon. Mr.
Hlchmond was pleased with the site
c'M.sen for the Albuquerque Eastern
terminals. He expressed himself as be-i- n
ir In favor of the construction
of
railroad depots of a city and said that
cities should compel railroads to
build union depots.
Mr. Richmond and Mr. Lybrand,
accompanied by Col. Hopewell, will
trri trt Rant, 1TA In t o mnrnlnir w h P r A
ooeomenf. ronrernlnif th career of!
the Interests are to be Inspected. Mr.
Hlchmond and Mr. Lybrand will leave
New Mexico for the east on Thursday. Gov. Walter Lyon, who Is eastern
solicitor for the combined Interests
and who came here with the party.
expects to leave f"r Pittsburg tonight.
Robert Law, president of the New
Mexico Central, returned to his head- quarters at Santa Fe this morning,
Vi

R. I.,
Providence,
Aug. 12. J.
Montgomery Sears, a member of one
of the most prominent Boston families, was fatally injured and George
launders, his chauffeur, was severely
hurt ln an automobile accident about
live iaii- - s from here early - today.
Sears died at Rhodo Island hospital
without recovering consciousness. The
car was being driven about sixty miles
an hour. At the point where the accident occurred there Is a sharp curve
and one of tho front wheels of. the
machine broke and the car plunged
'
over the embankment.

Was Molt Man.
Boston, Aug. 12. J. Montgomery
Sears was one of tho richest men of
this city. He came into his estate
three years ago upon the death of his
father. He was 33 years of age, a
graduate of Harvard and a member
of many clubs. He was last, year the
largest Individual taxpayer in Boston. Nearly all of hi property is
in the business district and fashionable sections. He was not married.
tie had f'gured some In poI'Mcs and
had announced
h i candttcy for
state senator at the corning election.

ed

REPIIUJOANS

TO HAVE
FINANCIAL COMMITTEE
Hot Springs, Aug. 12. The Repub.
Mean national chairman,
Hitchcock,
arrived here early today and will
leave tonight for Chicago. Perhaps
the most important business of his
conference today with Taft was the
discussion of the personnel of a flnan- clal advisory committee of nine the
of which Hitchcock saya
will announce after he has con- suited leaders of the party representing the west.

jealous

ircsnAND
HKIJ) TO GRAND JCRY

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 12. (SpeRobert Montoya, who was arrested Sunday on the charge of attempting to murder Prof. Bartolo
Ramirez, was given a preliminary
hearing before justice Aland yestsr- day and was bound over to the grsnd
Jury under 12,000 bond, which ha fur- nlshed. Prof. Ramtres was arrested
on complaint of Montoya and released
on IB. ouo vona. lie was aiso piaou
und,'r 100 P
bond

cial).

MX

miners nnscura.

Mexico City, Aug. 12. Six of the
eighteen miners entombed In the Ian-l- i
Gertruols mine near Pachuca, Hl- dalgo, were rescued alive this mom
Ing. They were Imprisoned five days
Twelve others are
Biro hv a cave-Istill below ground and a tapping on
the pipes Indicates that they are alive,
n.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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WHEAT,

THE AIjIUXJCERQCE CITIZEN HAS:
Tlie fliieNt equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by A.wciated rrctw and Auxiliary News Service.

t

(Valencia County
took I st Prize,
Chicago World's
Fair and Gold

"WE GET THE NEWS FIHST."

STATEHOOD FOR NPW MEXICO"
We favor the immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico ana
Arlsona as separate states In the Union. Republican National Platform.
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OATS,

For the benefit of those seeking divorce and full annulment of their
to call their attention to the very

It

(I

entirely new

hit and create quite an Impress, on

The name of the new plea is "Physic cruelty." The Citlzen'doe? 'no't'for
one minute pretend to know what it means but that Is not necessary and has
nothing to do with the matter at all.
All his paper doen know about It, Is that Physic cruelty Is considered
real chic and is the very latest.
It came Into being when a well known actress filed suit against her husband charging him with "Physic cruelty." He must have been a brute. No
other words will express It. She may have been a brute too but that also has
nothing to do with Physic cruelty.
Maybe he went so far as to kick her favorite poodle dog when the poor
dumb beast was having Its long hair marcelled. Maybe he objected to her
wearing a slit skirt and knee trousers. This paper does not pretend to know
Just what he did except that he Is openly charged with "Physic cruelty" and
that certainly appears to be enough.
Actor land and the four hundred of Newport are all agog. Just to think
a
new

guess yes

1

AlfMlfM

APPLE COUNTRY

rg

JlV
I

NO WATER MAINTENANCE CHARGE, NO INTEREST,

i

and grapefruit varietj and will
rive for planting In December.

NO TAXES,

Literature Mailed Free.

E. W. Jackson,
Benson, charged
from the Bisbee
has been bound
Jury.

DAILY. SHORT STORIES
Till', Glltfi IN PIXK.
Hy Stuart li. Stone,

r. nst-niar-

world-driftinJet-orb-

sup-rlati-

(Incorporated)

recently arrested at
with embezzlement
Tribune company,
over to the grand

Wholesale

A rich ledge of ore carrying hundreds of dollars to the ton In gold has
been uncovered on the Juanlta property In the Crook Canyon dlstrlot,
Yavapai county.

The rainy season for Arizona

Grocers

Is

now In full force and the country is

becoming thoroughly soaked.
The
ranges are taking on a green hue.
which makes the stockmen Jubilant.

Wrork will soon be commenced In
Tucson on a new building for the use
immigration
of
the
rtopartmeit,
to cost in the neighborhood of J7.n0,
containing offices, detention prison,
etc.
An estimate based on the
pnHtoffice report for the year
July Slst, gives that city a
tion of 22,500. If the estimate
rect Tucson is the largest city
zona,

Tucson
ending

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

j

populais corIn Ari-

President Roosevelt has established

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

n zone 60 feet wide along the Mexican border In S;tn Piego county, Cal

toe land which has been withdrawn
from settlement, according to advices
received from Washington.
The
president's Idea Is to retain the government's ownership of this property
In order to prevent smuggling.
jlate-glasse-

wonderland

d

M

Kelly & Co

Gffoss

ar-

The Florence Blade says that
acres
the finest and most
productive lund In the United States
surrounds the town of Florence.

and I had

in agonized three minutes as she

It was the corner stone where the
bells of St. Michaels Jingle and the
The alienists think Thaw Is still insane an. I Thaw thinks the alienists i ush of the crowd for the Bellaire
are also Insane since he saw those bills for $.'oo) - ili niilih they presented l.ridge makes the city's noisiest scene.I rounder! the corner from Grand IVfor that examination.
enue the ttlreet of the magnificent!
k
and I plunged awkward'yl
u i:as ennines and
An eastern Mper devote a whole column to .lieven then it never ineiiti nied l.ai I a, olo's name on, e. Mayi.e it never has against the girl in the pink batiste.
"Your iiurdon." I stammered; and
heard of Larrazolo?
tbe girl In pink look
tralght into
"Everything In this world is netting better" says the Itev. Charles K. my eyes.
Many a passable maid have I seen
Aked. Bet John D. will agree with him since that fine was reversed.
g
brown-- r
in my lonely
yed Bretons,
Andauslan
liill White, editor and wriier. appears t have Jumped Into the Kansas
girls of Dubn.alds, merry, gray-eye- d
political pond with a loud splash. How deep Is the water, Bill?
Miss
lin, and the composite-charme- d
We note that the Hon. Miguel A. uteio is staying around Die city In a America In her thousand end one
varieties. But the first flamnonchalant manner, liernal.llo county is for Andrews..
ming look from the pink maid's gray-gree- n
eyes stirred my heart. It was
Abdul Hamld Is tick. When t lie devil was 111. the devil a monk would be
the haunting appeal hungry, hauntbut when the devil was well, the devil a monk was he.
ing appeal such as I had seen In my
Texas has raised an eighty pound water melon. In the past however. wanderings.
"Madam," I called, "la there anyTexas ha raised other things with c.U.il success.
thing I ran doT"
But shu whisked by, with no word
Cur Idea of a mean child Is one who will put a pin In the oil man's
ot further look down the long, gilded
ctwir and then laugh when he sits down on it.
street, a flash of pink In the swirl of
Count .eppelin'a air ship when it blew up, behaved Just like some of hurrying shoppers, but drawing me all
the while in her train, mad with the
those favorite ton presidential bourns.
fancy that her eyes had turned to me
With Andrews' nomination assured, I.arrazolo might Just as well save his in her quest.
And then she halted before Canby's
Own oratory and his friends' money.
- --

Soil Reports and

HAPPENINGS

ARIZONA

An Illinois man has taken a vow not to paint his house until Bryan was
elected. He ought to give it a few g )od coals in a ivai.ee however, for it w ill
look pretty rusty later.

Don't Wait, Write Now.

Purcha.-e-.

PURCHASES.

BLUEWATER
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

e.

-.
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For First Three Years After

d

Dear old Kansas has turned turtle politically again. It has taken a long
time for that radical old state to kick one Sen. Long In the sluts but everybody knew he would get It sooner or later.

Field la Bluewattr Valley.

FIVE PAYMENTS

bc-tg-

Every time a New Mexican starts to tell what a fine country the Bouth- west 1, sume one hands him a lemon in the shape of
"well you haven't
got statehood." Hut it won't be for long no,

Cheap Lumber,
Lime and Firewood,
Splendid Grazing
pn the Foothills.

e-

.

1)

of brand
divorce plea, which sounds bo eloquent and grand s "Physic
cruelty," being sprung on the public these hot dayt.
Mrs. Gould and two or three others are already preparing to amend their
divorce petitions to include "Physic cruelty" and thereby keep thoroughly
tip to date.
The good old days are no more In the divorce line. The man who Is
eued for divorce because he shied a stove lid at his wife when she burned
Bisbce has the largest lodge of Frathe bread or who came home with a Jag on because his wife
two calico ternal Brotherhood In the territory
gowns in one season and charged them at the village store, Is a thing of the 263 members.
past. He lives only in literature, like Hamlet's ghost, and cuts about as
A new stage line has been establish-e- u
much Ice.
between Lowell, Qleason, Lead-vill- a
A woman who cannot prove that her husband
Is guilty of "Physic
and Courtland.
cruelty" in this day and age Isn't entitled to a divorce even in South Dakota
and ought to be aslwrned of herself for even taking up the court' time.
George HolTer, an old Tuma county
But as a matter of honesty, the Citizen Is really glad to see this. "Physic
prospector, is missing and a searchcruelty" business breaks into the monotony of every day life.
It comes in plenty of time to give the professional humorist a chance ing party is looking after him.
to Bay something new ajid if It only succeeds in turning attention from the
Figures from the territorial audisheathe gown and merry widow hat, it will have accomplished much for the tor's
office
iow
that the public
good of the community.
Hchols of
ion cost over $70,000
But my! don't It sound nifty?
last year.
These days we are getting endless evidence of the supremacy of the
A Tucson family has a kitten which
"subconscious" in life, says the Ohio State Journal. Te other day we
likes music so well that it runs the
to a Chicago man who died of poison when the doctors declared be scale on the piano before breakfast
had never taken any poison in any shape or manner. Now we have a ease every morning.
In New York where a woman suffered indescribable tortures from swallowing
her false teeth. There lay the poor victim, blue In the face and gasping for
The Twin Buttes copper properties
breath .The doctors were hurried In two or three of them with their Xrays near Tucson are now shipping eight
and many surgical instruments. Nothing would do but an operation, so she cars of good ore weekly to the El
was hurried to the St. Vincent's hospital. Hy this time she was hysterical Paso smelters.
and had to be softened down with opiates. Then she was removed to the
operating room and placed upon the table, surrounded by the solemn surMarshal Anderson of Yuma is
geons and
nurses, and Just as the doctors were marking out wearing his hand In bandages, caused
the place for the Incision there were hurried footsteps on the staircase and by the bite of an Indian whom he was
the next thing a young man burst Into the operating room with the set of trying to arrest.
tbe false teeth, which bad been found under the pillow of the bed where the
Phoenix board of trade Is working
woman had slept that night. How they got there it is not our purpose to surmise. Nor shall we tell how rapidly that woman got well. Tins is a psych- on the plans for a miniature farm,
to the exhibited at the Irrigation conological dissertation, Intended to show the widening domain of the subliminal of the subconscious activity of the mind, which In these days of advance gress at Albuquerque.
has become so Important a part of the pathological phenomena. How quick,
Oovernor KIbbey has emphatically
ly that woman got well when it was proven to her there were no false teeth in
announced that he would not be a
her stomach !
candidate for delegate to Congress If
Borne old moss backs ere raising an awful howl because the Confederate the offer were made him.
veterans want to place Lee's statue In the Capitol at Washington. Lee was a
Vf. T. Baker has been selected s
brave soldier and since the Bears of civil war days have healed, his statue has
of the Prescott rlty schonis
as much right in the Capitol as a whole lot of others who never got nearer principal
to succeed Professor Wood, who rea musket than the ammunition wagon.
signed on account of 111 health.
Bribers and bribe takers should be taught that there Is a hereafter acSeveral thousand orange trees were
cording to the Knoxvllle Journal-TribunYet, the president's way Is quite
for transplanting near Mesa.
popular and that is to teach them that there Is also a right now with a grand ordered
They are of the Washington navel
jury on its business end.
white-cappe-

.

THE COMING

something nifty and pleasing which Is bound to make
on the public.
The new divorce plea is more modern than "brain storms," "dementia
Americana." the merry widow bat and even the sheathe gown. It Is the real
jroods in Its line and no dissatisfied married couple can afford to be without
la

Well Water.
Cheap Coal,

VEGETABLES,

marriage relations, the Citizen hastens
latest thing in that line.
m

Shallow

(Valencia County
took Second Prize
Columbian Exposition

in tne heat of the campaign which has just been waged In this county,
the Citizen has been too busy to look after the wants of many of Its subscrlb.
rs but It asks their pardon and promises to give them due attention from
now on.

"

Santa Fe Railroad.
Two Railroad Stations,
Many Passenger
Trains Daily,
Freight Trains
Every Hour.
Telephone and
Telegraph Service,
Modern Irrigation
System. Deep,
Rich Soil.

Medal Charles-

latest

VALLEY

Main Line

BEETS,

AMUQUEUQIE CITIZEN IS:
The lending llcpuhlicnn dully and ueekly ncuRNiN-- r of the Soiitliwotn.
The advocate of llcptihllcnn principles and lite "Square lM'al."

'Pfiysic CrueCtt' tfie

mi
vu

"11

Means Sure and Abundant Crops and Rapid Increase In Value of Both Water Rightsand Land.

KATES.

ywu- - by

Entrrod as

"WET FARPvlBM
In The Bluewater Valley
99

Scientific Rain Making"
an Immense Modern Storage
Reservoir

Ml

ed at a $319 brooch

gaz-

at

$298.50 for
sale for I
the annual
feared that my plnk'sh lady might be
rich and not for me. But she slgh.'d

most woefully, and I took heart asaln.
Then Into the hodgo-podg- e
of VI J"
tcrla st. she d.trted and I found her
utarlng Into a stationer's window
where five-cechromos ranged w)th
the Lives of Noted Murderers one
dime In the yellowest paper.
"Eyes that can talk and call and
nev T
witch eyes the Florentines
h,
caught and n taste for this
hang it all!" I raved.
Rut she smiled and the smile wa
of the most exquisite toleration, and
I was sure once more of her Infinite
charm.
At Rltter's the lights were coming
on and she seemed to hesitate before
the entrance to the seructlve garden
of palms.
"Not there," I murmured, "not
there by yourself or I cannot love
tiue." And I shivered with apprehension.
But the lady In pink tripped by and
look that he
I saw her troubled
mourned for those within. And Oh,
thase calling eyes!
I pursued her, wild with what I
know was love. On she went and on I
went for blocks and blocks of hurrying.
But finally she Idled. . I noted
the slackening pace and rushed io
overtake her. By the granite pile of
Pen Franklin she halted, faced about
and looked me square; wth her dear
McGraw,
green eyes yet appealing.

Kelly

Ga. oss

er

& Co.

(Incorporated)

nt

sergent

the Grand avenue sqad,
I advanced swiftly,
ecstatically to her.
"Officer," she pursued, In tones that
will peal softly In my ears untl death,
"this man has annoyed me for half an
hour."
That was all. She tendered McGraw a card, and I saw an Impressive
name upon It. There Is a considerable
:ontroversy Just now as to whether
her husband Is worth three millions
or merely two. And McGraw bundled
me off without ceremony.
In

strutted nearby as

Still do I believe in ths love that
springs ud when soul meets soul on
the highway. I loved the girl In pink
batiste I love her yet It Is only
that she has two selves. The one is
of the Impressive card and the strutting officer; and that Is for the magnate on the stately avenur. The other
U the self of the eyes that looked and
longed; and that self Is mine I swear

Itl

i

WITH AMPLE MEANS

ANDiUNSURPASSED

FACILITIES

THE

BANK 52 COMMERCE
OF

L1JUQDEKQUE. N. M.

Kxtends to Depositors Kvery Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
OrriCERS ANDDIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
STklCKLER. Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. Baldridge,
William Mcintosh,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell,

W S.

PACT

'ALBUQUERQUE CTnzSN1.
QUAINT CXJIKFfUE.

RICHEST SQUAR E

ELECTRICITY IS

MILE IN IKE

CHANGING THE

built la evidenced by the story told of
an attempt to get It to exhibit at the
exposition. One of the
officials wro'e and asked t the nlJ
locomotive could bo resurrected from
for the occasion. The
the scrap-hea- p
manager of the mine wrote back a
very Indignant letter and said It
could not be resurrected as It had.
never been In the scrap-hea- p
and waj
still in operation and that they could
get tho locomotive only by sending
cue to take its place and do its work
coring Its absence.
As tho excavations get deeper and
New Method of Producing dieper and the gangways extend fur- ti'tr and lurthcr from the shalu, elec- On s Is Rapidly Replacing trie hoists and electric locomotives
are tho most economical agents lor
all Other Wajs
handling the ores.
There are four distinct kinds of
power used in mines, exclusive of rope
Although the most of us arc fa- l;uuiage for steep slopes mules,
atr, steam and electricity, in
miliar with the divers ways In whl.'h
v
the
of work done mules reonline
things
liectrkity has revolution red
in the lead. Steam la going
tar
main
on the surface of the earth, the Iml.ackward. Compressed air is about
portance
of
electricity far under- ttatiunarj. Electricity is the coming
ground in Hie mining world is prac- factor. Every year the gangways are
tically unknown. And yet tho changes extended further from the shafts. As
and improvements wrought under tho the hauls Increase the problems of
earth by tho world's greatest force, underground transportation become
electricity, ure greater than anyone more serious. Some 17,000 mules are
not familiar with mining work could still employed in and around the anguess.
thracite coal mine but In many caies
In the anthracite coal mines of mere distance has already disqualified
I'i nnsylvania and West Virginia, In mule power. Compressed air lucutn)-five- s,
tho soft coal mines of Illinois, Alathough used in considerable
bama, Kajisas, Montana and Texas number, have proven less economical
in the gold and sliver mines of
than electrtic locomotives. There are
Mexico, California and Alaska tew steam engines In the mines, as
and In the various other mineral
combustion of any kind is not aes'.r-vb- lc
throughout the wui.U elecin coal mines on account of the
tricity takes fuliy as important a part risk from gas explos.ons. W.thin
a it doe in tile industrial field.
three years, from 1903 to 1DU6, the
Elecu tlclty Is Uio Ideal 'power for rumber of electric locomotives In the
mining operations.
Where power is .u.thraclte mines of Pennsylvania, not
necessary in the narrow confines of a including those on top of the shafts,
gangway or tunnel, steam and water grew from 84 to 205.
power is Impossible; animals are too! The electric mining locomotive has
slow and require too much attention; been the direct means of keeping thi
compressed air and rope drive have ij price of coal within the reach of the
doxen different drawbacks and incon- - consumer. If, as the mine grew deepvtniencis. For thousands of years er and more difticult, the old methods
all the w ork in mines w as done by j were still employed, the cost of getting
the roal out wou.d be so great that
mules. In these days of electricity the price would have to be raised sevthe waterfalls of the mountains aud eral dollars a ton. Electric haulage
rivers are harnessed to generate elec- provided means for getting the coal
tricity which is transmitted to tho out of the mines at a very low cost
mines over a slender copper cable. because It does the work so much
From a small
at the quicker and better than mule power.
mouth of the mine the current is car- In some of the older mines it Is three
ried ou insulated cables to any part miles from the "breast," where the
i f the workings.
The little motors do coal Is mined, through the gangways
not taku up much room and are ca- to the shaft.
pable of great power. High speed
In these days of electric mining the
I unips and blowers are coupicd direct ore or coal is drilled, prior to blasting,
to the motor shaft, doing away with with compressed air or electric drills
belts and gears. The electric light is
and the air compressors are nearly
safe and convenient; tho electric vlways driven by electric motors. Tha
hoists do their' w ork better and quick- men work under electric light. Tho
er than any other form of power ore Is loaded in small cars and hauled
hoists, and tho underground electric to the hoist with an electric locomolocomotives are rapidly replacing tiie tive pulling a w hole train of loaded
mules in hauling the ores.
cars. The cars are raised to the surWe read a great deal about the re- face with electric hoists and hurried
cent electrification of steam railroads away on another electric road to the
on the surface of the earth, but it is stamp mills, the breakers or the
only in mining circles that one hears smelters.
It said that the network of tracks in
In nearly every mine water causes
the anthracite coal mines has b ureal the most trouble end tho problem to
until the underground mileage is al- keep the underground workings dry
most as great as the mileage of thi is a very serious one. Mines that can"anthracite roads." The op- not be drained by tunneling have to
eration of a coal mine today Includes bo pumped dry. Tha new automatic
the management of an electric railway centrifugal pump driven by an elecsystem fully as intricate and difficult tric motor works automatically
to
as any surface electric road.
keep tho mines free from water.
Mine owners were first to see the Whenever tho water rises to a certain
value of the electric looomo''ve for level It starts the motor and the pump
mine haulage and today thousands of remove tho surplus until It drops beelectrite locomotives are tak'ng the low the point where the power is shut
places of mules on the underground off automatically.
i all ways.
One of the first electric
Most of the largo mines In this
mine locomotives was built by the country are now thoroughly lighted
General Electric company In 1387, with Incandescent lamps.
lopg before an electrite locomotive for
In Mexico and other Central and
surface work had been perfected and South American countries, whore fuel
only a year after the first electno la very scarce, the water power of the

English "Wall Street" Differs
Materially From the American Business Method
London. Aug. 12. Over 200 members of the Stock Exchange have resigned and 661 clerks have been with,
drawn from the floor of the "house."
And this within the last few months.
Imagine such a statement about the
New York Stock Exchange. It would
be a bomb shell. Wall street would
be having red, white and blue fits. But
here, In sedate old London, the news
has attracted little attention. The
newspapers have devoted merely
paragraph or two to It. But then In
Wall street a seat on change Is worth
anything from J50.000 to 1100.000
and there are but 1200 members. In
London there are today 507S members and up to 1904 the membership y
was unlimited. Seats which, nomiel-lare worth $3,600. and at the moment, srarcely fetching a $20 note.
Frenzied finance In London, In Its
anything Wall
time, has
street ever attempted. Yet today the
bottom has dropped out of London
etockbroking and Wall street, as the
biggest and quickest money maker,
reigns supreme. Still the London
Stock Exchange Is the greatest In slxe
and variety of dealings in the world
and, it must not be forgotten, is the
mother of stock exchanges. In Wall
street American securities are dealt
In almost exclusively, with a fair
sprinkling of foreign bonds. But In
London stocks and bonds and shares
in
enterprise,
tn every imaginable
every country or hole and corner of
the earth, are bought and sold. comThere is hardly a capitalized
pany In any part of the wide, wong
empire of Britain, be
derful
It r.illroa.i. mine or Industrial enterprise, which does not attempt to list
on the London Stock Exchange and
i.ie nut market its shares in
London. Yet for over two years busl
ties has so slumped on London's
" all street" that there is not enough
to go round, even after these recent
wholesale resignations.
In the L'nited States if a man wanted to ueal on change he would give
his order to his broker who would
probably execute it himself. If you
to a
want to deal In England you go
broker. But he in turn has to go ro a
Jobber and it is the Jobber who does
the actual dealing. A client cannot
approach a Jobber direct, but only
through a broker.
The membership of the exchange Is
divided into Jobbers and brokers, and
each member la allowed three clerks
on the floor. So that there are really
some 20,000 men who are directly en.
titled to the privileges of the house
and the floor.
The "Wall street" section of London, as is the case In New York, is not
coi.fined to a single street. The financial district Is known as the "city,"
and hence the financial editor of a
paper is called the "city editor." The
"city" covers practically a square mile
of old London, and It Is the richest
square mile In the whole world. This
Wag-BtafU on the authority of Chairman
of the London Assessment committee, who gives as its valuation the
tremendous figures of twelve and a
hr:.i billions of dollars. The principal
is, of
section of the financial district
course, that immediately surrounding
Lorn,
tho Stock Exchange. There are street,
bard street. Throgmorton
Threadneelle street, Cornhill, t'apel
Court and Snorter's court.
Each of these streets has Its individuality in the London world of finance. In Thremlneedle street is the
the
Bank of England, nicknamedstreet,"
"Old Lady of Threadneedle
In
the center of the financial universe.
Lombard street and Cornhill are the
Mg banks, tho big financial agents,
gold.
the offices of the giants of of
the
Throgmorton street is the home
Jobber and the curb market. Capel
court of the broker, and Shorter's
All
court of the American market.
around the.se streets from Bishops-gat- e
to the Monument, from London
Wall to the Mansion House, are scores
of ancient little courts and crooked
little allays, leading in and out of
The buildings
main thoroughfares.
ere honryomhed with offices of financiers of all degrees.
This year 1,000 persons having the
privilege of the floor, Including clerks,
have retired from the profession.
They have been forced to take up
or, wishing to cut
other occupations
,
retire while they still
their
have mon. y. Nearly 500 members
have taken advantage of the rules
and applied fur i year's holiday.
When this Is granted the member
until
xicd not piy his subscription
he rejoins. Th.s subscription amounts
to $200 ami 31S0 for each of his
three b.'urd clerks.
Dealers In American stocks are also
Given a peculiar title. They buy In
try and
the New York nvJrket anddaylnLon.
unload m h prof.t the next
In
Uou.
There Is great difficulty
dealing in merlrari stocks here because of the difference in time. While
Js'e,. York brokers who deal with the
English market may be at bus.ness
at 5 o'clock in the morning, the London br. ker would be horrified at the
ofimn idea of unusual hours. The
ficial fu.ii IjI lay In England ends
In the
at 4 p. in., or e hour later than
United States. After th.s hour thea
business is done oit the "street."
species of curb market. The Ameriof the
can market, on the close
the
tock exchange, retreats from
American posts on the floor, through
called the
door.
a specially-buil- t
Shorter'
door. Into
American"
court. This is a little
Just off
about forty feet square, backing
up
Throgmorton street and
against the exchange. For an hour
cr more it is crowded, e?pec!ally In
summer.
far-Hun-

te
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street railway system was Installed.
How well this earl loconutlve was
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A charming qua'nt coiffure much
worn with evening costume, shows
the hair parted at the left side and
waved away from the face. The knot
is at the back of the head and Is
rounded Grecian. At either aide is set
a group of soft curls which stand
well out and widen the coiffure materially. This style admits of the use
of flowers, ribbons and really many
garnitures.

Gall tor

Tentorial

Convention

A Republican territorial convention
is hereby called by order of the Re-

publican committee to be held at
Santa Fe on the 18th day of August,
A. D. 1908, at the Capitol building,
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for delegate to the sixty-fir- st
Congrf to represent New Mexico,
The several counties of the territory
will be entitled to representation as
follows:
Delegates.
Counties.
18
Bernalillo
4
Chaves
16
Colfax.
8
Dona Ana
I
Eddy

Grant

,

Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKlnley

6

i

1

I

Mora,

8

I

Otero
Quay
Klo Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro

$

.

...

10
8

7
14
10
4

12

Taos.
6
$

Torrence
Union

12

Valencia

180
Total
Notice for precinct primaries shall
be given at least five days In advance
of holding same.
County conventions shall be called
by the county chairman except In
such counties as have no county
chairman. In which case a member
of the territorial committee of such
county shall make the call hereunder;
provided, that In the county of Bernalillo the call for the county conven.
tlon and rules regulating and governing the procedure and method of con.
ducting the primaries In the said
county of Bernalillo shall be called
and made by a commission composed
of three electors of said county of
Bernalillo to be elected In accordance
wlih a resolution adopted by the Republican executive committer at Albuquerque. N. M., July 10. 1908.
be
All county conventions shall
held not later than August 16, 1908,
and the chairman of the several counto
ty committees
are requested
promptly advise the undersigned or
the secretary of the committee the
names of the delegates selected at
such county conventions In order that
the same may be entered upon the
temporary roll.
Proxies for delegates will not be
recognized except when held by persons residents of the county from
which such delegates may have been
selected.
Delegates to the territorial convention heretofore elected by the county
conventions of th counties of 8Ierra
and Roosevelt will be recognized and
convention shall be
no additional
held In such counties hereunder.
liTKislative Nominations.
In all Legislative districts composed
of three counties or more the Joint
membership of the delegates selected
hereunder from the counties of said
Legislative districts shall meet and as.
semble not later than the 20th day
of August at Santa Fe, N. M., and
hold district conventions for the purpose of nominating Legislative candidates, provided, that said Legislative
nominations may be made as soon a
practicable after the adjournment of
the territorial convention, at which
meeting all of the counties of said
Legislative districts shall be given op.
portunlty to be present and partlcl- By order of the territorial commitH. O. BURSVM.
tee.
Chairman.
Wlwat Is Best for I ml gent ton?
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquln, OnI

tario, has been troubled for years
with Indigestion, and recommends
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Tablets as "the best medicine I ever
used." If troubled with Indigestion or
constipation give them a trial. They
are certain to prove benenciai. They
are easy to take and pleasant 1n effect. Price 26 cents. Samples free at
all druggists.
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EVERY OLYMPIC ATHLETE
.BRINGING HOME A MEDAL

-

M-

j

Alittle

want ad, day by day.

Does the work you draw the pay.
It sees the peope you don't know,
An d helps you make your business grow.

mountains has been harnessed to electric generators and the power is transmitted to the mines. Mining In these
coalless countries would be practically
Impossible without the ala of electricity developed from water power. The
rew electric machinery for mine work
laso makes profitable the working cf
mines which formerly had to be abandoned because It cost so much to get
the ores out under the old and extravagant methods of working.
Not only electricity used for the
underground work In mining but it
Is equally as useful, convenient an!
economical to drive the stamp mills,
the concentrators and the other machinery about the camps, the smelters
and the refineries.
Eelectrlclty is also extensively used
about stone quarries, In cement works,
brick and pottery establishments. In
gold dredging and In all branches of
the mining Industry.
She Like Goorf Things.
Chas. E. Smith of West
Franklin, Maine, says: "I like good
things and have adopted Dr. King's
New Life Pills as our family laxative
medicine, because they are good and
do their work without making a fust
bout It." These painless purifiers
sold at all dealers. Sc.

KINDS

ALL

MACHINERY

FARM

WRITE

FOR

CATHflGUE

PRI.ES

AND WHOLESALE

Mrs.

J. Korber & Co.
J. D. Gakln, President
O. Qloml, Vlc President.

mmm

MEDAL
VERSE SHOWING FIGURE

COMM EMORATION
ST. GEORGE AND

PRIZE MEDAL
THE DRAGON.
London, Aug, 12 Every athlete
who took part in the Olympic games
whether he finished In the money
or not was given a bronze and silver badge to commemorate tho rold-in- g
of the games.
Tho.-- e
linUh ng llrst. second or third
vtre given additional prize medals.
medal was
The commemoration
stuck by Bertram Mackennal, the
h ading liritish sculptor.
On one side
it shows a symbolic relief figure of

FA

M

E.

Fame,

trumpet

outstretched
hand and

with

In one

REOK

EQ2

excursions

accessor
H KLIN I A KAKLN. atul

MMOt.STSAs.sr

Toledo, Ohio and Return. $60.95.
account O. A. R. National Encampwings, a ment. Tickets on sale August 27, 28,
a palm leaf 29, and 30. Return limit Sept 17th.
in gold for Limit may be extended to Oct. ISth.
and bronze

SORES

No old sore can heal until the cause which produces it has been removed.
External applications of salves, washes, lotions, etc., may reduce the inflammation and assist in keeping the place clean, but cannot cure the trouble
because th"v do not reach its source. Old sores exist because the blood is
infected with impurities and poisons which are constantly luinjj discharged
are kept in a state
into the place The nerves, tissues and fibres of the
of irritatica and disease by bcin daily fed with the
matter
through the circulation, making it impossible for the sore to heal. S. S. S.
cures chronic sores by its purifying action on the blood. It goes down into
perms, impurities aud
the circulation, and removes the
morbid matters which are responsible for the failure of the place to heal.
S. S. S. makes the blood pure, fresh and healthy; then as new, rich blood is
carried to the spot the healing process begins, till discharge ceases, the
Inflammation leaves, new tissue begins to form, the place fills in with firm,
S. S. S. is purely
healthy flesh, and soon the sore is permanently cun-i!vegetable, the safest and best blood purifier for
Hook on
old.
Sores and Ulcers aud any medical advice free to all w!m vviite.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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In ttook to outfit tbo
bar eomploto

appointed exclusive a item In the Southwest lor Jo, a.
ht. IkiuU .. It. ;. Mrettrrles; YehVetooe
luipII and
vv
.
.
.1,
Mn Mmv.'.. rid
Monarch, and other brands of wlilskiin loo numerous to ownrhtsi
WE ARE NOT ' l I "O I I) CK8
But sell the straight article s roceivid from. IBs best
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Slates, call aad Wineries
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Cstaloaue and lnspeei
Iri
List. IssuHd to dealers only
ht--

Win.

(nv.li lllvpr

1 1

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Urue,

OlUo, and Return.
Account annual tournament
National Riflemen's Association. Tickets on sale August S to 21. Return
limit Sept 3rd.

Tha telephone
makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.

183.26.

Tb
preserves
telephone
your health, prolongs year Ufa
and protects your aosa.

TOU NEED A TELBP HONE. IN YOLK

Santa Fe and Return. $3.45. Account Annual Meeting New Mexico
liar Association. Tickets on sale 29,
30 and 31st. Return limit Sept. 6th.

.

yo-ni-

kttp awrytblag
most tmtttdlou

Mountalnalr, N. JL, and .Return.
13.60, account Chautauqua Assembly.
Tickets on sale August 13 to 15. Return limit August 2th.

la

8"crta--

Treasar;

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

bu-in-

OLD

Cass, "eunl,
Bscbecnt.

O.

Consolidated Liquor Company

the other.
The prize medals are
firsts, silver for seconds
g
for thirds. One shows an athlete
Santa Fe and .Ileturn, .11.15, accrowned with a laurel leaf by two
symbolic figures. The w inners name is count the Republican Territorial Conengraved round the rim. On the obverse side Is St. George, Engand's pat vention. Tickets on sale August It,
legendary 17 and IS, return limit August 21st.
ron saint, fighting
the
dragon.
Ir.

212 North
Second Street

Call for full Information
Offices.
T. E. PURDT,

at Ticket
Agent
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f HE COLORADO TELEPHONE
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sen Is an invitation extended to
all oar readers. We Invite a
U
large majority of the
your store.
e

CO,

Should you fall to receive The
Evening C tlien, call up the
Postal Telt'greph Co., telephone
No. 3(. and your paper will be
delivered by special messenger.
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WKDNtfRIMY, AUGUST
Junket and much preliminary work
bo done there.
No definite arrangement Is likely
to be made for a week or two, however, but It Is certain that the three
tollies entitled to representation will
get together and make sure that the
Old Pueblo does not overlook this
chance to get benefit from the meet-Iof this great gathering so cl-to Arizona.

BRYAN

ould

MALOY'S
A Large bottle of

50c.
Better Order One

(CVntlnued

MALOY'S
PHONE 72
TUCSON WILL ATTEMPT

glory, they are forever pointing backward and trying to settie present day
tjuestions by appealing to prejudices
and passions that disappeared totally
from the hearts of the actual combat-i.r.- ts
who measured strength agatnxt
strength and mettle against mettle.
The commercial bodies of the southern state distrust demagogues and
charge them with so weakening our
)oung men as to remove from them
the strength and statesmanship which
might be theirs if they realized that
tach age has its own problem and
that tne opportunity for
fctatesmanship and work Is as great
now as it ever was in the history of
the country.
Commercial bodies of the southern
states distrust demagogues and charge
treni with narrowing for our you lg
men their views of life and responsibility, thus opening the way for the
stranger to come in and possess neg-ltttIf our you.ig
opportunities.
men were to real ze that in this
matchless southern country rests an
opportunity to lead the world In manufacturing and agricultural development, that within this matchless territory great battles of education and
of advancement in every line are to
be fought out, then they would not
linger around the streets, aimlessly
sitting and talking of that which prof- iteth not, but would oe like lhe giaul
men of the earlier years of the country, turning their thoughts and th.;ir
sculs' ambition towards a man's faith- f
iul participation In the problem
this day. The strength of our civilization depends upon the broad mind
of the farmer added to the broad
mind of the man who does not farm.
They are both essciilia.1 to a great
state and he who arrays them against
each other Is either iguorantly or
a deceiver.
What is the tremendous vista shining before the seers of the south? It
can be summed up best by quoting
from the Manufacturers' Kecord:
"Give free rein to your imagination
and let it picture the future of a secof the Ion
tion which has one-haere of the United States, nearly three
t.mes as much coal as Ureat Britain,
Germany and Pennsylvania combined,
which holds a world monopoly jn
cotton products and Is rapidly beeoni-i- n
a great cotton manufacturing cen- JOiSON MAY SPLIT
ter, which dominates the phosphate
rock and sulphur trade of the world,
w hich hus much of the richest oil terof
ritory known, which has one-ha- lf
the standing tint bur of the couulrty,
which produces all the sugar, ull tne Ho Refuses Nomination for Governor
rice, most of the tobacco, and adds
Hut May Ho Put Forward
to these hOU.Ouu.ouu bushels a year of
Anyhow.
grain; and then think of lis water
powers, its splendid rivers, its sea
St. Paul, Aug.12.
The Democratic
coast, its expanding commerce, and primaries
to name delegates to the
remember that lis cotton crop alone county convention,
which will in
annually exceeas lhe total gold and
name delegates to the state consliver production of the world, aud turn
will be held this evening. The
that every dollar of gold annually vention,
county
will be held tomined on earth is not enough to pay morrow conventions
the state convention Authe south' bill agarst Europe far gust 19. and
Governor Johnson will probcotton, and you will get a faint con- ably be the
party's choice for goverception of the future."
nor but as
To what extent is the voice of the that he Is he a has repeatedly stated
candidate, the nomisouth heard in controlling this vait nation will not
probably go to Congressproblem? Politically, scarcely at all. man W. S Hammond,
Mayor J. G.
our voice in Washington is weak be- Armson. of Stillwater, orwith
chances
cause it is not the voice of the people. In
favor of the former. Frank A. Day,
Our standing In the great world 'I chairman of the state central
commitbusiness is slill slight because the tee stated today
the split caused
clamor heard from here has no rela- by the Johnson-Brya- n that fight had been
tion to our great possibilities but only patched up and all the Democrats In
a relation to petty, puny, picayune the state would support Bryan. This
politics, setting up one man or pull- the Republicans deny and declare that
ing down another.
Johnson will be put forward. In spite
The question Implied In the subject of his declination.
The Democrats
speech
is answered. Why do can only hope for victory.
c' this
dema-gcguecommercial bodies distrust
Because they do not measFLEET ENTEUTMVMEXT F.XDS
ure to the height of our opportunity
Auckland, Aug. It. The principal
or get us a proper hearing; because
In honor of officers
entertainments
tiny rake over dead ashes to raise a and men of the visiting
are now
pretended blaze; because they halt the st an end, for Thursday,fleet
Friday
and
itet of our youth in uncertainty and Saturday are to be devoted to sports
rob them of careers that could be as a.id
minor entertainments. Good betreat as their fathers' were; because havior of the
men has made a
they are blind to the work that our
Impression on the people of
own small bodies of commercial men
are doing and fail to realize that our Auckland.
nit ti, in many cases less than 1 per
MANY AITOS imiXF.O.
cent of the population of a city, are
Chicago, Aug. 12. More than fifty
forever w.Uiout hope of reward o
automobiles unci taxloabs were dethemsi-lveas an organization and stroyed
today In a fire which de- without any expression of pi a,
stroycl the 'ir:iir of C. A. Copy and
ethers, wotkins for the benefit of luu company.
with an
per cent of tlie population,
per explosion The fire started
and the total loss Is estlmnt-e- j
cent of it being unappreciative.
at nearly $500,000.
Tile hope of tlie south lies with men
who see the pos.-- i bl lilies of a maje.-lH-J
TIIWV IS HAXKIiriT.
development. thuugh tht-i- r eyes nnyl
Harry K.
12.
Aug.
Pittsburg,
be closed in death long before the de- was today adjudged bankrupt
vioimelil arrives. The hope ot Hie Thaw
by Referee In Knnkruptcy Hlalr. No
south is not in its politicians jut in
was fixed for the first creditor!
statesmen mat an- and ale to be. The date
hope of the south rests willi youig! meeting.
men of fei vi l purpose anj great vi- xoncE.
sioiis, who, bowing at the thrines ''f
c. H. Spinner und James Ryan hava
their fathers, iie up like kingh'
In
partnership
d'.ssolved
the brick
txalted after vigil, to face the future
(Signed)
ami i') declare that peace shall have r.uslness.
C. B. SPOONER.
its victories more notable than war;
who believe that to long as life 1
Hair ItrewHt-- r and tlilro odlf.
1.1 on this earth It can forever
be
Mrs Bambini, at her parlors
grand and
c, for ea h generation
the Alvarado and next door to
shall have its own battle to fight.
cafe. Is prepared to give
The sleeper is stirring; the sleeper Sturges
thorough scalp treatment, do
v 111 awake. The 100,000 voiceless votcorns, bunions and Iners in the one state of Alabama will growing treat
She gives massage
nails.
bewailing
soon
heard
from
their treatment and manicuring.
le
Mr
omis-sion
of
Siiis
for which the Bambini's own preparation of comouii
i1' magogue
Is a punishment.
The plexion cream builds op the skin and
c mmerrlal
bodies will lead In the !m proves the complexion, and Is
a wakening.
guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She
We also prepares hair tonic that cures
We distrust the demagogue.
Is
a
demagogue,
despise the
not
lie
and prevents dandruff and hair fallfriend to his country or to his time, ing out; restores life to dead hair;
unand we here deride him as an
removes moles, wsrt and superfluous
wholesome surface symptom of a el'.al hair.
For any blemish of the face
purifying going on in the south.
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
far-seeh- tg

TO GET IRRIGATION

Arizona City Will Send Rep
resentdtlvcs Here and Try
to Locate 1909 Event

ed

y;

Tucson, Arizona, will make an attempt to securo iho 1909 session of
the Irrigation congress for that city,
according to a Tucson paper, and will
end representative
to Albuquerque
this fall to work with that end !n
View. The Arizona Star says of this
proposition:
The suggestion made in the Star of
Sunday morning to the effect that a
committee composed of the secretary
ot the Chamber of Commerce and one
or two other experienced boosters
should be sent to the National Irrigation congress sessions at Albuquerque,
cnaigtd with the express duly of getting Tucson before the eyes of the
convention and keeping her t.icro, has
met with general favor among the
buuness meu of the city. Every one
of them who has spoken of the matter has expressed the opinion that
that in the very thing to do.
Another equally valuable sucees- ticn, and one which will make this
committee of vastly more importance.
1
that there might be an effort made
to get tlie next session of t!ie con-t;i- e
to meet in this city. There are
irejidy several aspirants for the honor, but none of them can present the
claims for the convention that could
bt done by Tucson. This is in the
toearl of the district directly to be affected by the purposes which the congress seeks to accomplish, that of general irrigation of arid lands, and the
delegates would be in a position to
Bet a bird's eye view of the very
problems under consideration.
It might not be possible to get the
tigress jor
nut there is m
question but that the right sort ft
campaign now would get the Old Pu
eblo so prominently in the minds Of
the congress that the next year a win
ning effort to bring it here could be
made.
Nothing is likely to be done 1n the
matter of sending local representatives before the first of September,
imt at that time the matter will be
taken up Jointly by the board of su
pervisors, the city administration mad
me cnamDcr 01 commerce and a
method will be devised to give Tues n
the advertising and benefit she is en
titled to from the proximity of this
great gathering.
The next important step which '
to be taken In connection with the
National Irrigation congress at Alba
querque, so far as Tucson Is con
cerned, is the matter of securing ad.
Cuate representation there. The wires
have already been laid to that point
unere It may confidently be predicted
that P. ma county mines and resources
will have due recognition in the Ari-on- a
display, but so far there Is na
cerUtiniy as to what Mill be done in
the way of boosting the Old Pueblo
during its sessions.
L'nder the call for the congress
Pima cuuniy u entitled to five delegates, Tucson to five and the chamber of commerce to two. Everyona
who has given the matter any attention realize the fact that this if a
golden opportunity to advertise Tao-o- n
from a climatic, agricultural, mineral and residential standpoint, and
that the right representatives could da
very effective work there for the city
In the way of advertising and general
bcostlng of Tucson tj the front. The
Other cities of the southwest, El Paso
and Phoenix, for
wii ha-committees t litre to pu-- h the clai ns
of their towns.
The matter is being given careful
consideration by the chamber and
board of supervisors espeelaly. Chairman Kichardson and Mr. Failor hav
ing been in conference yesterday i
regard to the matter.
Just at this particular Juncture it
seems to be a dillicult matter to flid
'business men, now in the city, w no
feel that they can take the two week
off, at the oj ning "I the fall season,
tcrepresent the city and put in the
hard work that will be necessary tJ
produce the results desired.
There is some talk In favor of the
proposition that the secretary of the
1
amber of commerce and a news-iapiman or two bo
nt with the
especial purpose in view of utilizing
the opportunity offered to put Tucson
t the front in the sessions ot the
congress. There Is to be a visit here
on the part of the
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after-congre-
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lubllcun candidate for vice president
one of the men who shared in the
i tfpons bility for the coercion of
he
house. Our parly demands that "thu
House of Kepi esc ntatives shall again
become a deliberative body, controlled
by a majority of the people's representative and not by the speaker,'
rnd Is pledged to adopt "such rules
and regulations to govern the House
or Representatives as w.ll enable a
majority of Its members to direct il
deliberations and control legislation.''
"Shall the people rule?" They can
not do so unless they can control the
House
of
Representatives,
and
through their representatives in the
House give expression to thelf 'purposes and their desires. The Republican party Is committed to the methods now in vogue In the House of
Representatives; the Democratic party
is pledged to such a revision of tlie
rules as will bring the popular branch
ot the federal government Into harmony with the ideas of those who
framed our constitution and founded
our government.
The Democratic party seeks not
revolution but reformation,
and I
need hardly remind the student of
history that cures are mildest when
applied at once; that remedies Increase in severity as their application
is postponed.
Blood poisoning may
be stopped by the loss of a finger
it may cost an arm tomorrow ir
a life the next day. So poison in the
body politic tan not be removed too
soon, for the evils produced by it Increase with the lapse of time." That
there are abuses which need to be
if medled, even the Republican candidate admits; that his party Is una'jle
to remedy them has been full demonstrated during the last ten years. I
have such confidence in the Intelligence as well as the patriotism of the
people that I can not doubt their
readiness to accept the reasonable reforms which our party proposes rather than permit the continued growth
cf existing abuses to hurry the country on to remedies more radical and
more drastic.
The platform of our party closes
with a brief statement of the party's
ideal. It favors "such an administration ot the government as will insure, aa far as human wisdom can,
that each citizen shall draw from society a reward commensurate with his
contribution to the welfare of society."
Oivernm.nti are good In proportion
as they assure to each mcmutr of society, so far as governments can, a
return commensurate with Individual
merit.
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Decline Willi Continued
Hot Weather. Which Is Also
Against blieep Market.
Kansas City stock Yards, August
12.
Fairly good cuttle receipts et all
points last week, and continued hot
weather, gave the advantage to buyers again, and prices declined 10 to
2 j cents for the week. Western cows
were an exception, and found a ready
sale all week, In fact, more of them
could have been disposed of than arrived. The run today Is 18,000 head,
market steady, with strings of good
western cows selling a shade stronger.
Up to last Thuds iiiy there were fears
of Injury to crops on account of dry
weather, but copious rains all over
Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri on
Thursday and Friday changed the
situation, and the Improved feeling
Is evident today, especially
In the
market for stockers and feeders. Panhandle steers are selling today at
$3.40 to $4.25, good weight wintered
westerns from native pastures at $4.50
to $5.75, western cows nt $2.90 to
$3. .15. Calves have been coming freely
4500 here today, market about 50
cents lower than a week ago, veals
at $4.60 to $5.60 today, heavy calves
$3.25 to $4.25. The rains last week
practically assured the corn crop In
many sections an.l put pastures In
Rood shape, so thut demand for country grades will be good unless there
some bad turn In conditions.
Stockers bring $3.00 to $4.60. feeders
$3.65 to $4. SO.
Liberal suppllps of sheep at all
points, and the hot weather, which
cut down consumption, have been
against the market
a week or
more, and prices declined 20 to 30
cents last week. The run Is 6.000
here today, market a shade lownr,
Colorado spring lambs today at $5.75,
Utah and Arizona are strangling,
nothing to speak of here since the
when Utah
middle of last week,
wethers, medium grade, sold at $3.75,
$5.85.
and Arlzoan lambs brought
Some 67 Colorado feeding lambs sold
at $4.65 today, and a string of 55
Colorado feeding lambs sold today at
$4.10.
There will likely be an Improved demand from the country for
stock and feeding stuff from now on.

HUNTERS!
We are just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition,'and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

Shot Gun Shells
Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot
SEE OUR ASSORTMENT

;
Amusements

Thursday.
RIG

4l 3.U0.

416 XOUTH SECOND ST.
Phone 471.

"

Pictures
and Illustrated Songs.
Chang Ewrv Night
G000

i!fl'J

Surplus. SiCe.W

A NEW FRUIT

KEW

SOKGS
'

MATINEE SAT. AND

:

INTEREST

00UC'0C00000K

Popular Amusement Place in the City
Most

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

My Leg.

o

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

Bridal Couple
Dodging the Camera.

Illustrated Songs: "I Am
Dreaming of Sweet Lily of tlie
Valley." "SunwIUne."

$250,000

steady,

Only In one performance beginning at 8:30 p. m.
Morning, Afternoon and Evening Sessions.

on

mer-

BlUDERS'

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

AND

ter.

Natl re and Chicago Lumber. Nherwtn-Wllltnm- s
Paint Noaa BatKnlldlng Patter, Planter, Lime, Cement, Gbvw. Sauth, Doora, Kicl,

J.

C.

Ft.. Ktc

ADMISSION 10 CENTS.

Spelter steady.

423 South First

BALDR1DCE

roo

LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Monday night. In front of voting place on North Second street,
gentleman's
gold,
hunting
ca.e
watch. Finder please return to 20i
North Second street and recelvo
liberal reward.
r

wnsoncl lumber
Lumber and Mill (Ws plant.

t

Room

N

1

'and Builder

2

T. Armijo Bldg

Jobbing

Promptly

Attended

l'hones:

Shop

Residence

ROOMS 4 AND 5 1JAKNKTT ULIXJ.

hair-dressin- g,

f

Hours -- 9 to

1

1

A.M.

2 to 5 P. M.

TELEPHONE

IOC";

to
552

Shop Corner Fourth St. and Copper jive.
ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

M,

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

7 to 8 P. M,
LI YE It Y. SALE.
TKANfcKUK

1079.

.ail leather. ..
14. 0t
Concord
Concord heavy. 29.00
double buggy,
$10.00 to 124.00
Single Surrey Harness 17.00 to 20.00
Single liuggy Harness g.50 to 20.00
Single Express Harness
13.00 to 28.00
Celebrated Askew Bad4.60 to 40.00
dies.
Best grade of leather In all harness
and saddles.
Parts of harness kept In stock.
Unless you trade with us we both
lose money.
Team
Team
Team
Team

Carpenter

DENTISTS

Physician and Surgeon

J

Our Prices All Bargains

ED. FOURNELLE

DR. CHAS. A. FRANK

n--

FEED ANI

Harness,
Harness,
Harness,
Harness,

THOS. F. KELEHER
40S West Railroad Avenue

STAH1JCS.

THORNTON
J-

-

DEPOSITS

Tonight and Tomorrow.

Money

The pluoe lo get

SAVINGS

Sank

i

Only One Moving Pic'ure Performance

Ker-Clio-

ON

Fust Ration all

ROLLER SKATING RINK

Dou't Pull

ALLOWED

SUNDAY.

,

op-po- stt

Cr!!B!

GoVERN'ESS

LOST

''!

i

THE FEUDAL LCRO

Oct., $8.75.

call easy, ljjlV4 percent; prime
cantile raper unchanged.
Spelter.

Arc X 'CO

REWARDED

Tito Metal.
New York, Aug. 12. Lead quiet,
$4.57 Vi 4 4.62 V4 ; lake copper eaiy,
4 13 Tic; silver, 51
13
c.

St. Louis, Aug. 12.
$4.50.

mfw

ALBUQUBBQUt

i

AUSTRAt IAN SPORTS"
A

$!'.40.

' Money
Market.
York.
Aug.
12.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Movirg

-

New

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

loiomoo I neaier

Ciruln and Provisions.
Chicago, Aug. 12. Wheat Sept.,
l'2H 482 Vic; Dec, 94 ,c.
Corn Sept., 774c; Dec, 65c.
Oats Sept., 47 He; Dec.. 4 7Tc.
Pork Sept., $15.20; Oct., $15.32 ViLard Sept., $9.3041 9. 30V4;
OH.,

unchanged.

GRANDE LUMSbH GO.

Phone 8.

,

St. IOiils Wool.
St. Louis, Aug. 12. Wool

To figure oa that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our owi
mills located In the beat body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
dry spruce
of
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the beit when It Is uii
cheap?
It will pay you to look into this.

Pictures and Song Monday and

6,000;

V4;

GIVE US A CHANCE

Dramatic Sketch

3. B0.

Sept., $9.67

Attendant

OLrVEU AXD MARTELLE

New

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Aug. 12. Cattle Receipts
18,000; steady to 10c lower; beeves,
$3,6547.75;
Texans,
$3.50 4 6.7 );
westerns, $3.5047 6.00; stockers and
feeders, $2.40 4i 4.60; cows and hcife.-s- ,
$1 6045.70; calves, $5.50 4ji 7.00.
Sheep Receipts 16,000;
Bteady;
westerns, $2.40 4P 4.15; yearlings, $4.00
4(4.70; western lambs, $3,75 4 6.00.

Ribs

Office Strong Block 2nd and
Copper Avenue. Telephoneti
Office 7S, Residence 106.

Lady

The Misses

weak;
aiuttonj, $3.75 (a 4.25; lambs, $4.001
6.00; range wethers, $3,504(4.20; fed
cwus, $3.25

Supt. Falrvlew and
Santa Barbara
Cemeteries

Embalmer

Wlilrluind Tumbler.

Hogs Iteceipts 10,000; steady to ic
lower; bulk of sales, $6.40 6. 7u;
heavy, $6,70 4! 6.80;
packers
and
butchers, $6,5046.75; light, $6.00ij)
Iteceipts

and

Private Ambulance

ADELLAH

,

Sheep

Director

aiggif

CRYSTAL

ev York Stocks.
Xew York, Aug. 12. Following
were closing quotations on the stoiK
exchange today:
80 Ti
Amalgamated Copper
Sit1
Alhcisou
9 lis
do, preferred
New York Central
10
1 2 ti
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
97U
158
Union Pacific
41 '
United States Steel
do. preferred
.110
Kansas C.ly Livestock.
Kansas City, Aug. 12. Cattie Receipts 13,000; steady to loo lower;
stockers and feedi-rs$3.00 & 4.75;
buiis, $2.401i 3.50; calves, $3,50 45.15;
western steers, $3. fio if 5.75; western

6.65; pigs, $3,504 5.50.

F. H. Strong

1

Funeral

fr

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

AND GET OUR PRICES

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

i.- -.

cows. $2.40 ii

190.

mcmcmomcmcmcmomomcomcmomommoomomi

RECEIPTS GIVE

ADVANTAGE

AFFAIR
(Coutinued from Pane

L

LARGE

SIMPLE AND TAME

n;

Catawba or Concord Grape Juice

'NOTIFICATION

12,

THE NEW CHINESE RESTAURANT

TMB ST. LOUIS f KVSSK
CHOP BUEYmnd NOODLES.
ORgN DAY ANO

SHOUT ORDERS
NIQHr

Hor

ami

Mule

Peugbt

THE

CLEANER

inn

BEET TOURNODT8 IN THE CT
Second 8' rest
Central aa
Copper venue.

Cleans any and everything and does
It tight. The best In the southwest.
AH he ask Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call op
20.
Works, 717 8. Walter.

mF.Sn.

T

DUKE GUY

PREMIUM LIST IS

Hotels and Resorts
adTr

For Information concerning any of the places
In this column and for deacriptWa literature,
call at The Citizen office or WTlte to the Advertising
Albuquerque.

Cltlsen.

Alb-nuer-

N.

0!l
LONG REACH SAN rTARTCM, Long Beach, Cat A medical and eur-rlc- al
sanitarium conducted on the treat BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
plan. Overlooks the ocean. QUIET, REFINED and MODERN. Spacious
roof garden and sun parlor. Tennis and other outdoor amusements. Ideal place to go for rest, recreation or recuperation. Visitors welcome. Get
off car at Tenth streets Special summer rates. Booklet free. W. RAT
SIMPSON, Manager.
,
111MIM HOT SPRINGS HOTEL tioe Angelc. The moat curative treat
ment for rheumatlHiti. Iteanttful aeencry, cool ocean breeze, Ilot Springs
water In every room, no noise, no dust, no tips. Street car to door. Pamphlets
at Cltlnen office or by writing pr. O. V. Tapis Medical Rapt.

tem-tora-

l

KNEIPR
SANITARIUM, ITmtiZSSif&iiS&y
K.nkitp
Famoi-positively

VVe
cure all diseases with the
Treatment
without drug's or operation. For booklet and full particulars address
M. A. LKSF.M. 24". 07 FIRST ST., FAN DIKGO. CAL.
s

AT COLORADO

ry

he-";-

K tlx 'r

'.43"

trr?

"?.-mT'- v:

'amy

STONE HOTEL
JIMTZ HOT SPRINGS
ORIGINAL

BATH HOUSES

J7

::

iz-:-

to Jemez Hot Springs in
one day. Slage leaves Bernalillo Tuesday & Saturday

J

li- f

Stage lino from Bernalillo

'Lis

TJCKfcTS'SOLinf

,L

Fro.

J. OTERO,

A.

AN IDEAL SUMMER AND I1EAXT1I

Cliff

TRIMBLE'S

RESORT.

dene-on-the-Pec- oG

Located among pine-cla- d
hills on the Pecos river, i H miles from Rows
station on the main line of the A. T. ft 8. F.
Good hunting and fishing
makes this the most delightful resort In New Mexico. We meet trains Wednesday and Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly writs me.
Kates $1.60 per day. $8.00 per week. Meals 60c. Transportation from station
ll.UO.
Mrs. H. E. Bergmann, Rows. N. M.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
LOS ANGELES

A. C. Bilicke

TWO NEW

John

tLEVATORS

n

NEW FIRE. PROOFING
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of

5.

Mitchell

'IRNITVRE',

iuaio Las season for

laipiM.-e.ntut-

Ccifurt and Safety.

It32djuarters for New Mexico
lie-sort- s,

H. COX,

PLUMBING,

The Plumber

HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING

Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Late.,t things in Enamel Hathroom Fixtures. . . .

Phone 1020

401 West Central Ave.

Albuquerque Lumber Co,

J-HJ:

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumbar, Glass, Cement and Rex Fliotkote Rooting

First and Marqtsette

I

Albttqoerqoe, New Mexico

AT

IKE SKATING

Is

ly

Foundry and

Chronlo Diarrhoea Cored,
"Mr father has for years been
troubled with chronlo diarrhoea, and
tried every means possible to effect a
cure, without avail," writes John H.
Zlrkle of Phlllppl, W. Vs. "He saw
Chamberlain's Collo Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy advertised In th Phlllppl Republican and decided to try It
The result Is one bottle cured him
and he has not suffered with the dis
Before
months.
ease for eighteen
taking this remedy ha was a constant
sufferer. He Is now sound and well,
and although sixty years old, can do
as much work as a young man." Sold
by all druggists.

Machine Worki

MALL. Proprietor
Pulleys, Oc4 Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Bandings.
Iroa sx4 Brum CMrtias; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
mg smd Mill Machlnory a Mpmelmlty
r
Albuquerque, N. M.
TmvoiTt MJK sXt cc rsJXrota track.

MMMHMMMMMMWMWMMMMQM
Grocery and Meat Market,

Staileand

Fancy

Groceries

Saturday Special Spring Chick n
021-92- 4

Wmat Tijaraa.

AUGUST CLEARANCE

Rhone S I
SALE

for

RINK

AUGIST CLEARANCE SALE
At the Cash Buyers' Union offers you
many surprising bargains.
Ladles' $1.50 and 12 00 White
$1.00
Canvas Oxfords
Good Boys' Shies, slaes up to IS $1.00
Lot of Men's $2.60 Oxfords. ,. .$2.09
Boys' Long Pants up to $1.60... 85c
Eoy' Knee Pants, sizes 4 to 9.. 29c
li-uMen's $1.50 Straw Hats
Ven's and Boys' Underwear each 25c
76c
Men's $1.00 Dress Shirts
10c
Men's 60o Wark Shirts
25e
10 bars Laundry Soap
2 Tin Cups
Imitation Cut Glass Tumblers, 4

Kansas
daily until

list

IIOTKL AjmiYALS.

.

high-grad-

Call and

See Our Line

ALBERT FABER

!?

I:
11

separators

(cream

A

LINE

COMPLETE
OF

Dairy Supplies
Milk

Pans,

rVilk

Kettles,

Milk

Strainers,

Stra'ner Pails,
Thermometers,

Our work to RIGHT i every de
partnieiit. Ilnhl Lanndry Co

Churns,

LOUDON'S JERSEY
FARM
FOR PURE ICE CREAM.

Butter Mau ds
Ice

FOR

1

em mm

--

buvoy.

CARRIED

giving excellent
satisfaction. Are you
using it? It has a
rich, smooth flavor
and sells for 40 cts.
a pound. Ask us
about our Coffees.

i?

OF A MAX.
THE VAI
The value of a man la thi lubject
of a series of lectures that Rev. J. M.
Pollle will deliver at the Crystal
theater, 120 Wd't Gold evtnua beginning August 18 St 11 a. m. These
lectures on the value of a mai, ri
the result of eighteen yeer rtu.ly,
and will be delivered without charges
except a hat collection for the J.inltor.
The continuation of these lectures
nfter Sunday morning will depend up.
on how much the people appreciate
them.
All who wi;. may come.

It

Is not

whst you pay for adverti

PAT
what advertising
YOU. that make It valusbla.
equal
service.
rates are lowest for
but

0'

STCCK

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE

UTf.

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
e

C. & A. Coffee Co.
1

07 S 2nd St..

I

t
J
X

I

t

BOARDING

OF

Montezuma Grocery

ACADEMY

'

Liquor Co.

and

Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors

Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.

Phone 1029

Ave

hlSIKU MITKKIOK.

Valley

Ind

Clo.

JOHN BORRADAILE
auid

&

CHARITY

For Particulars, Address

Ileal Estate

REAL ESTATE

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Heer by tl.s Hottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.

DAY SCHOOL

Comer 6th St. and! New Yoik

Itlo Grand

About BUSINESS, LAW, LOVE,

COPPER and THIRD

Fur Young Luilies and Misses.
In Charge of the
SISTERS

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

ml

Imported
AND

I

Or, In fact, any of Life's Problems? If ao. do not fall to caQ
upon De Witt T. Courtney, tno moot wonderful Trance Clairvoyant
K edlum of the age, who haa now been located In your city for the
past four montlis, and who give you adrlce upon all affalra of life.
OFFICES: GRANT BLDO., SOS HI CENTRAL AVENUE,
ROOM 8. HOURS t
TO 11, A. M. 3 TO 8 P. M.

"FOR CASH ONLY"

VINCENT

Qrntri

Stock of BtapU

the aouthwut.

HOME AFFAIRS, MINING INTERESTS,

W. H. HAHN & GO,

ST.

: xeluiHre

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Are You Worried

WOOD
TELEPHONE

Cirrlet th iargeit and Won

ItAILROAD AVENUE.

Phone 761

QualHy'aad Quantity Cuaraataad

CARD OF THANKS.
4
to
Mr. Kobell anl chlMren wish
neighbors
many
friends,
thank their
and the German Lodge Harrugarl f ir
the k'n.lness shown them In their
bereavement at the sad death and
burial of Mrs. Kobell, lamented wife
an l mother.
lng.

H

NORTH FIRST ST.

115-11- 7

Genuine American Block
$6.50 per Ton
team for the Highland fire station has
purchased a team of horses but had
Lump
to pay more money than the council Handscreened Cerrillos
made
hci counted on. A deal has beenCox
$6.50 per ton
at
with a man by the name of
Lamar. Colo., whereby a team of bays
$550. The
horses are guaranteed by Mr. Cox to
be perfectly sound. The animals are
raw but will be moulded into fire
horses by Fire Chief Burtless, and will
bo In good training. In all probability
by the time the fire truck for the
The
Highland fire station arrives.
truck will be shipped from St. Lnlus
on Saturday of this week, according
to advices from the factory.

Cream Dlshers

RAABE & MAUGER

NEW FIRE TEAM

are to be delivered here for

earn Freezers

GASOLINE ENGINES

Our Angelus Blend
of Coffee

Will Hurwitz, Kalamazoo, Mich.; B.
Soon and
F. Hupp, at. Louis; Dr. Wm. II. Burr, Tlwy Aro Due to Arrive
Truck for Highland Station Will
Gallup; S. C. Aubrey and wife, cl
I'aio; K. C. Gortner, Santa Fe; Roo-i- rt
lo Shipped Salurduy.
G. Beck, tiania Fe; W. D. Was-i- burn, Chicago; H. W. Kelly, Las
The special committee from the city
Vegas; M. A. Otero, Santa Fe; H. J. council appointed to purchase a fire

Hagerman, Roan ell; A. Judell, Kan- City; W. A. T pton, Fort Sumnur;
M. L. Nelson, St. Louis; Milton Scha-ae- l,
EXCURSIONS
Cleveland; W. U. Lovelace. it'JJ-wil- l;
Max .Nordtvaus, Las Vega.
bl urges.
B. J. Hearton, San Francisco; allrry
Coddlngton and wife, Gallup; W. C
and return, $56.81, dally Carson and wife, Marian, 111.; E. P.
Gallup, M. L. Schmltz, Chica30th, final limit Oct. $lst Fulle,
go; A. llolziuan, Curuna; J. B. Rob
ertson, Denver; W. A. Wilson, W'.U
City and return, $40.66. lard; E. C. Knapp and wife, Moun-tainal- r,
J. Mall, Amarllla, Frank
Sept. SOth, final limit Oct.
and w ife St. Louis.

C

And Ice

Alvarado.

1

J. F. Wing, San Francisco, F. A.
Caddell, Gladden, Ala.; L. Skinner,
St, Louis and return, $49.85, dally anta 1M; Mm. Schmidt, Blsbee.
Craige.
unt'.l Sept. 30th, final limit Oct 31st
E.
E. Douglas Gordon, Socorro;
A. S. Perry, Llnerch,
White,
Socorro;
dally New York; H. G. Smith, Denver; S. C.
Denver and return, $22.70
until Sept. SOth, final limit Oct 30th McDonald, Haymakertown, Va. ; C. C.
Andrews, Kansas City
Grand Central.
Colorado Springs and return, $20.71
Wm. Jones,
L. Maxwell,
A. F.
daily umll Sept. SOth, final limit Oct Youngston, F. Bryant, O. F. Moy
Laj Vega; G. J. Neth, Santa Fe; M.
?5 3 1st.
for
11. Lingan, Santa Fe; W. II. Blyth,
And hundreds of other bargains, AuMemphis, Tenn.
gust 8 to 18. 122 North Second street.
Special summer tourist rates to nu.
Mall orders solicited.
Foe horn I eel.
CASH BUYERS' UNION merous other points on application.
"I have found Bucklen's Arnica
T. E. PURDT. Agent
Salve to be the proper thing to use
122 North iaeoed
for sore feet, as well as for healing
L DOLDK. Prou.
turns, sores, cuts and all manner of
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
abrasions," writes Mr. W. Stone of
Every Friday Evening
Meet
Araoua
RjuroaJ
408 Wal
East Poland, Maine. It Is the proper
At 8 Sharp.
thing
too for piles. Try It! Sold unThe
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER.
guarantee
at all dealers,
der
Id. P.
o
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MIL.
E. W. Moore, C. C.
Impure blood runs you dow- nD. E. Phillip. Clerk.
makes you an ea--y victim for organic
402 West Lead Ave.
THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITT
diseases. Burdock Blood Bitters pur
VISITINQ SOVEREIGNS WEL- When In need of sash, door, frama
ifies the blood cures the cause
COME.
etc. Screen work a specialty. 49
builds you up.
Sooth Firm street. Telephone

Don't Forget

balance of our stock of
Porch and Lawn Furniture Rockers, Chairs, Settees,
in Old Hickory, Arts and Crafts,
Uentwood and Willow, will be
sold this week at the Greatest
Bargain Prices yet.
Furnish your porch and
lawn attractive'y and comforte
ably with
furniture
with prices less than usual prices
of inferior makes.

WE CARRY

,"

Elm
Chicago
until Sept

THE

Why James Lee Got Well.
Everybody In Zanervllle, O., knows
Mrs. Mary Lee of rural route . She
writes: "My husband, James Lee,
firmly believes he owes his Ufa to the
use of Dr. King's New Discovery. His
lungs were so severely affected that
consumption seemed Inevitable, when
a friend recommended New Discovery. We tried it. and Its use has restored him to perfect health." Dr.
King's New Discovery Is the king of
throat and lung remedies. For coughs
and colds It has no equal. The first
dose gives relief. Try It! Sold under
guarantee at all dealers. 60o and $1.00
Trial bottle free.

. m.

THE CHAMPION GROCERY GO.
Msttoueel Bros., Rroprlmtor

FURNITURE

2,

Dn-amln- g

T

R

Denver. Col., August 12. Special
days for the first annual Colorado In
terstate Fair and Exposition, Septem
ber
demonstrates that this is in
reality an interstate fair, for only one
day Is exclusively for Colorado.
Monday Is labor and press day;
Tuesday, tourists and pioneers, Wed
nesday fraternal and professional
mens; Thursday, Colorado and Den
ver, Friday, governors, legislators and
society, and Saturday, grand cham
pionships, soldiers and children.
It Is expected that each of these
days will be of particular Interest to
the participants as special attention
has been paid to each Individual pro
gram.
Colorado and Denver day will be
especially for Colorado people, and It
Is expected that on that day there will
be In Denver the largest crowd of
of this
Coloradoans and
state ever gathered In Denver.

Contest Will He Held In September
"Bridal Couple Dodging the Can- nud llio Winner Will Jlavo to
eras" Is the title of the headline
Make Jood Score.
shown at the rink lust night and torleht. The film is Ion a and Is said to
be funny for Its entire length.
It' is in receipt of a handsome picture of
shows the exterior of a fahlonablo an Irish setter aog sent nere oy me
church and depicts the troubles of the Du Pont Powder company as a trophy
bridal couple in trying to escape tne for the Southwestern Gun club. The
timera fiends. In the chase thji shoot which will decide who Is to
bride and groom become separated claim the picture will be pulled off
and the groom falls into an excava- the four Sundays In September. The
tion to the detriment of his weddinif member of the club making the best
clothes. The bride has an equa'iy average score of the four shoots will
hard run over fields and fences, at he the winner. Twenty-fiv- e
birds will
last reaching her home. The groom be shot each Sunday and the best
snon arrives in a disheveled condition. shooters will be hamllcapped birds
They then entr their carriage, anl itixteud "f yards as is usually the
after hard driving leave the reporters - ease. A handicap of birds Ih contehind and feel sevure from the cam- sidered by the locals as the fairer
eras. But suddenly the carrlag win-- I means.
dow drops down, a camera la thrmt
The cup sent here two years ago
In, and their picture is taken after all. by the Du Pont company and shot for
Other pictures are "Don't Pull M this spring was won by Secretary Cobb
with the aongs. of the club.
Ig" and
of Sweet Lily of
I am
5 the Valley" and "Sunshine," complet
bill.
ing a first-clas- s
"Ker-Choo-

I Albuquerque

QUICK CLEARANCE
OF OUT-DOO-

FAIR

an Interstate Event and Only
Will he Devoted
One
to Colorado.

It

M

I

Electric Cars to acd from Railway Depots, also Beach and Mcuctain
step ab our lccr Tht rielltatxck Hotel Cafe U More rcpular 1 han Ever

.

SPECIAL DAYS

MANY

BANO

Temporary
Tlic Irrigation Congress Headquarters Miilcl ns Meet and Meet
piit.lnr Sunday Evening con.
Sends Out Rootlet (Jiving the
tvrts to He Continued.
Ijlnt of lTi'
and
Trophic.
About thirty musicians, the majorPackages of written and printed ity of them members of the late Elks'
met on the second floor of the
matter on the Sixteenth National Irri- band, building,
on North Third atreot,
gation iongress. International Indus- aradl
last night and organized th Duke
trial exposition and Twenty-eight- h
New Mexico fair, weighing so many City band. Prof. Cook, a prominent
ounces that it requires four cents musician of the city, wus elected
director, and W. I Edgar was
postage to carry each package, are
being sent out from the headquarters chosen president and manager. M. J.
McQuinness was made secretary and
of the board of control by the ma'l collector
to him was assigned
oack load and distributed broadcast the duty and
of colecting the money
to newspapers over the United States,
concerts at RobEach package contains one of tho to maintain Sunday will
be taken up
elaborate pamphlets gotten out by the inson park, which
the late Grady band left off.
anta Fe railway company, a large where,
George Davis was made treasurer.
book containing the list of premiums
reorganizing the band settled all
for the exposition and fair, and let- thePypetty
difficulties which hampered
ters calling attention to each publicatheformer organisation and a new
tion and various exhibits and matters start
has been take... In which all the
of Importance of the exposition and
ccord. The
members are In
fair.
matter of electing a permanent
Copies of these letters follow:
will probably be settled before
"Secure Your Space."
the end of the week. Prof Fred Ellis,
To the Editor:
who was director of the American
Dear Sir Under this cover I send
company band for several
you a copy of our premium list. I Lumber
months. Is expected to return to the
sincerely trust you will give it as wide city
a few days and may be
publicity in your neighborhood as you askedwithin
the directorship of the
to
take
to
exceedingly
anxious
can. We are
City band. Mr. Ellis will taice
Duke
reprewell
products
have New Mexico
charge of the Learnard & Llndemaun
sented at the exposition. We are hav- Boys' band.
space
requests
from
ing numerous
for
Prof. RamlreB, who was shot at
outside states and territories, but as Pnnta Fe a few days ago, has also
New
stated before we want to have
been considered by the members - f
Mexico to tho front, so I trust you the Duke City band as director.
will do all you can to have the people
In your section send along their exhibits. I also send you herewith a THE GRAYS FLAYED
copy of the Santa Fe folder.
With kind regards and hoping to
have the pleasure of meeting you
AGOOOiGAME
during tho congress and exposition, I
am, yours very truly,
According to Trftildad Impcr Tlioy
R. E. TWITCHELU
Secretary.
Were All Right In Six Innings,
Itut After Tliat tho Balloon
Ridding People to Come,
Went Up.
To the Editor:
You will favor us very much by
Judging from the following from
calling the attention of your readers the Trinidad Advertiser, the Barelas
to the trophies and premiums offered Grays gave the fast Trinidad team a
for exhibition of poultry during the run for their money for four Innings
International Industrial exposition, to In the Sunday game played at the
be held In conjunction with the Six- Colorado City:
teenth National Irrigation congress, at
"For six Innings the Albuquerqe
Albuquerque, N. M., September 29 to team played good ball before the
October 10.
smallest crowd of the season Sunday
With this letter we Inclose you a then took a balloon ascension In the
copy of the premium lUt, also entry 7th that clinched the game for the
blank and we will be glad to send a locals." says the Advertiser.
"The
copy to any of your people on re scores were made on four hits and a
quest.
bunch of errors by the visiting fieldIndications are that the 'congress ers. Nash pitched a part of the game
and exposition will be a great sue and showed his early season form. He
cess and we want all the people n was succeeded by Nichols when his
New Mexico to Join with us In mak lame wing showed signs of weariness.
lng It so, as Its success means a great The visitors had several men on bases
deal for the territory t large. "
early In the game but never reached
Thanking you fpr what you have the plate."
done and hoping you will continue
with the good work, I am, yours very
ruly.
It. K. TWITCH EL.L,
GUN CLUB SHOOTS
Secretary.

M.

riTB.
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Pass on Things Said California Forester Says That
Forests Will Be Wiped Out
to be Injurious and ExcludWill

12
An attack by
food commissioners

tipon Secretary Wilson of the Agrlcul
tural Department, In their recent convention at Maclnac Inland, was based
upon a misunderstadlng of the aitua
tlon In Washington respecting the in.
terprctaton and enforcement of the
pure food law.
The state dairy and food commissioners are warm supporters of Dr.
H. W. Wiley, chief of the chemistry
division of the Agricultural Department and the foremost advocate of
J.ure food legislation and regulations
in the country.
Thu fact that Dr.
Wiley has been shorn of much of his
power to enforce the provis'ons of the
fiure food act by the appointment of
a. referee board to pass upon disputes
between him and the manufacturers
of food products, has been construed
to .mean that between Dr. Wiley and
ficrrerary. Wilson there l. friction over
the enforcement of the law which hag
led to a weakening of Its provisioas.
This U not true. The President appointed the referee board and appointed as Its members five of the
most distinguished chemists In the
country.
it had been charged that Wiley's
rulings respecting food adulterations
were altogether too drastic. Manufacturers of foodstuffs and others Baid
that some of the chemicals declared
Wiley to be injurious were absolutely harmless.
In consequence of the dispute the
president decided that the creation of
a board of chemists to pass upon
fch disputed questions as those at
issue beteen the department of
and manufacturers could jo
h
in? harm and might do good,
as its rulings would be final
whether they sustained or overthrew.
The effect of the president's action
has been to delay rather than to prevent the enforcement of the law.
It deprived Dr. Wiley of such arbitrary power aa he had formerly exr-Cie- d
in determining what preservatives could be used in food products,
And what could not, and required that
tils findings should be passed upon ly
the referee board before they should
be enforced by the government.
la other words, the effect of the
.action was to establish a perpetual
tay of proceedings upon any finding
iby Dr. Wiley until
those findings
hould be passed upon by the refere- -'
inns-rijuc-

A

great many

persons, including

the state dairy and fjod

commissionWiley,

ers and other admirers of Dr.

'

have held that the president has
weakened all the machinery provided for the enforcement of the pure
food law by his action. The president
and those who stand with him hold
that It is better to execute the law
Hlcwly but justly than to expedite ts
nforcemen in such manner as to create doubt concerning the propriety
and reasonableness of the govero-n- u
nt's course.
'
Dr. Wiley has not been pleased by
abridgment of his power, but there
has been no friction between him
.and Secretary Wilson. Only as Wilson has acquiesced In and approve.!
the action of the president has he
made himself a target for assault tj
the friends of Dr. Wiley.
The question which Btar'ed oil the
trouble related to the Innocuous character of benzoate of soda. It is said
that Dr. Wiley had proclaimed thiss,
preservative, if used In mua I uan-tieabsolutely harmless.
Later the board of food and drug
Inspection, of which Dr. Wiley is
chairman, declared that ben.o.i;e of
aoda could not bo used in fod prep-

arations.

Dr. Wiley
Apparently, therefore.
Tad placed himself upon both sld is
of the questions. ThiB Incident was
eized upon by the manufacturers of
food products to show that Wlley'
Judgment was not Infallible.
Dr. Wiley also insisted upon calling
vorn starch syrup "glucose," while the
manufacturers claimed the right to
label it "syrup."
Regarding the last proposition the
xresldent took sides with the manu
facturers. The two disputes, while in
themselves somewhat trivial, really
formed the basis for the claim that
there should be a higher chemical
court to pass upon questions in which
tt-rwas a possibility that. In the
.niatti r of the administration of the
Jaw, Dr. Wiley, and through him, the
department of agriculture, might be
wrong.
Therefore the referee board was
Whether the preside, it
appointed.
n.adu a mistake is of course a matter
o' Judgment.
The state dairy and food commissioners evidently believe he did. Their
aitaek therefore should be directed
against the president and not against
hiecretary Wilson.
e

DRAFXKSS CANNOT ME tT'KED
tiy local applications, as they cannot
of the ear.
reacb the diseased portion
Miiere is only one way to euro d.af-nt-sconstitutional Inand thai is by paused
by an
Ueafm-sIs
flamed condition of the mucous lining
hen lion
of the Kujtattilau Tube.
tube is inhumed you have a rumbling
Mound or imperfect heailngt and wln-It Is entirely closed. Deafness Is the
result, and unbss me lntlainmutlon cull
tw taken out and tills lulie restored to
its normal condition, hearing will le
destroyed foreser; nine cases out of ten
arc caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but mi Inflamed, condition of the
.mucous surfaces.
We will give (me Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by iiall s
Cure. Bend for clrenbirs free.
Catirrh
& CO., Toledo, (J.
K. J. CHUNK
Hold by Druggists, 7tc.
Take Uli s ramlly fills for
a.

rem-itlii-

Aug. 12. "If
Sacramento. Calif.,
the people of the great west do not
leke measures at once to prevent and
control the Immense forest fires that
jnuually devastate hundreds of thou-Min- d
of ncrcs of timber land, it will
yeara
not be more than twenty-fiv- e
before tlxre will be almost no wojJ
at all for commercial purposes in this
country, unl we shall be wholly Mt
the mercy of the lumber barons who
have secured and conserved a few little tracts for themselves and can ask
v. hat they w ill for lumber
that Indispensable product of civilization.'
Tnis statement, made by State Fjr-- i
ster G. it. Lull of California, one cf
the best informed and most progressive nun In hs line in the country, is
staggering, but it comes as a clarion
note of warning Just at this tlnu,
when thu people of California, Oregon
and the whole northwest are engaged
.ii their annual pastime of burning up
some 200, uou acres of valuable timber land, destroying homes and laylag
waste a vast range.
Not counting the Canadian forest
fire, which has wiped out a whole
section of the southeastern portion of
llrltish Columbia, killing hundreds of
people and destroying not less than
i 10,000,000 worth of property, the
people of the western states have so
tar this year burned up over 100,000
acres of timbered land.
Careless hunters, negligent camp-trthoughtless land owners and Idle
tangible
tourists,
destroyed
have
w nlth valued at from one million to
two million dollars, and the f re season has Just bi gun.
In most cases the fires are sti'l
burning, and it is estimated, after a
careful comparison of available figures of forest fires of previous yeas,
that the total loss by forest fires in
California alone will be over 20,000,-00- 0
this year. Oregon has no department of forestry and It is impossible
to obtain accurate figures of the loss
ir that state or its neighbors. The
lowest estimate of losses by forest
llreg In Oregon and Washington,
based on incomplete data of forest
fires of former years, will bring the
figures close up to $10, 000,000 by the
end of the year,
Clifford Plnchot has estimated that
the forests of the United States will
to forty
last but from thirty-thre- e
years at the present rate of cutting
of timber. When this statement is
considered in the lght of the fact
that forest fires destroy more timber
every year than is consumed by mankind for useful purposes, State For
ester Lull's statement does not seem
exaggerated.
During July In California at least
100,000 acres of forest land has
burned over. In some places people
were required to fight hard to save
their homes from destruction and in
others all they had was wiped out.
At Ukiah, In Mendocino county,
had to fight three days to save
the town.
The wind veered at the right moment and carried the wall of flame
away from the town back to the rich
timber land, where it is still ray '4,
destroying one of the most valuable
t'mber ranges in the west.
On the Monterey national forest
Itserve In Monterey and adjacent
counties on the Pacific coast, fire has
dtstroyed over 12,000 acres of timbered land and more than that
amount of grazing land. Several fires
started in this section of the state
joined in one big fire and practically
the entire back country from Soledad
to the Arroyo
in Monterey county
(Irande ln San Luis Obispo county has
teen burned over.
In the San Jacinto national forest
reserve In southern California four
or five small fires have been playing
havoc.
At least 10,000 acres of land
covered with trees and grass has been
burned over.
Fires on Pieta creek and Pine
mountain In Mendocino county have
this week assumed alarming proportions. Several hundred men are employed in f. gluing fire in this region

jjWill hold its First Annual Meeting at

Mountainair
N ew M exico
From August

s.

Noted Educators, Entertaining Lecturers, Distinguished Divines, and a
Choir of Trained Voices
among the attractions
"Scene in Barranca Canon.'

The Governor, other territorial and county

Ten

.:.

ill

officials will be asked to participate

Days Replete

with good things for all those in attendance, in one of the most charming and romantic spots in
New Mexico. A beautiful grove, exhiliarating air, pure water in abundance, and a town easy
mile from the station. Reof access, from any point of the compass, which is but one-hafreshments served on the grounds. Accommodations provided for all those who come at reasonable rates. Ask your agent for special rates over any line of railway leading to Mountainair.
lf

cit-ze-

Ary

to visit the ruins of

La Cuara, La Gran Quivira and

VppOrLUniLy

tne historic nursery of Manzano with its many strange
sights.
A country that is coeval with Saint Augustine and yet as new as the year 908.
Health giving air for the invalid, a new lease of life for the decrepit, an energizing boon for the
slothful and a restful retreat for the man of affairs.
1

Mountainair
AS the location and
TJ
A
A

now.

Are you looking for something? Mamember the want columns of Thu
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit. It talks to the people anil
they talk to yuu.

5

at Chautauqua Park

'eii

Reports from Marshfield, Ore., and
Hoqu.am In the same state say that
lln s are raging In the rich pine timber tracts of that state.
Forest fires not only destroy the
timber wheh is of Immediate value
but destroy grazing land worth at
least $1 an acre for feeding purposes
The seed ng beds of the forests are
totally destrotyed so that, where one
there was a mighty timbered tract,
there will be nothing but grass for all
time to come. The loss Is accumulative and the w hole story of one year a
forest fires is not told until after
three or four years.
Even more Important than this is
the effect that barren hills have on
the streams of the country. No forests mean no containing beds to hold
buck the flood waters of spring. Tne
water rushes down from the mountains ln torrents, destroying farms In
As path and carrying down thousands
ol tons of dirt, leaving the moun
tains barren rocks and rendering rlv
crii unfit for navigation.
A definitely dlrectetd and well tr
tanlzed effort to save the forests of
the west from this Immense annual
(li struct. on
wholly unnecessary Is
;ll thit can avert a timber famine
vtithin the pace of a very few years.

15-2-

(Inclusive)
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In Twenty five Years

Washington, Aug.
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things of entrancing interest tributary and
this is your opportunity
for an outing and to aid
in the establishment of
one of the most fruitful
sources of education that
the west offers. Come
and be benefitted and
at the same time help to
make it a success.
Athletic and Held Sports
JOHN W. COKBETT. Pmiirrt
DR. A. E. BLACK. Secieury
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BASEBALL

1

SCORES

Why
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LASSIFIED ADS

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

HOW TI IKY STAND.
American League.

Won. Lost. P. (..
2
89
.614
61
.592
42
67
45
.659
8
.661
45
64
49
.476 LADY SEWERS Maks sanitary belts
at home; materials furnished; 315
47
(2
.475
Philadelphia
per hundred. Particulars stamped
89
61
.390
Washington
Dept. 951, Dearborn
envelope.
S3
63
.327
New York
Specialty Co., Chicago.
National I,cngue.
WANTED Good female cook. High
wages. Nothing to do but cook. ApClubs
Won. Lost P. C.
88
61
.616
ply Citisen office.
Pittsburg
New York
59
.602
89
Chicago
67
42
.576 WANTED A woman for general
.647
62
43
housework. Apply Mrs. Baldrldge,
Philadelphia
10R So. Arno.
62
61
.496
Cincinnati
65
.450
45
Boston
AO
.881
87
Brooklyn
66
.833
83
St. Louis

Clubs
Detroit
St. Louis
Cleveland
Chicago
Boston

C
Bmmm

Cttlsea la a
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home paper.

It

either

ty wrltr

deUTered

lb hNH or
horn

1

to

M

carried

by

the business
hi day's work
oae and H STATS

ntn whn
la

THERE. A moraine paper la Mial
carried
down town by the bead
of the family and bur
rtedly read.

Female Help
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS

SALESMEN

Davis bearing

MONEY to LOAN

PHYSICIANS

WANTED High class salesmen for
DR. SOLOMON L. BURTOIf
New Era Safety Accounting System
profesfor banks, merchants and
Physician and Surgeon.
On Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses,
The Complete
opportunity. Wagons
Wonderful
sionals.
Chattels, also on
other
and
2516
Wabash
Highland office $10 South Wi
Motter Co.,
Plow
SALARIES AND WAREHOSB REAve., Chicago.
Phona 1020.
Street
CEIPTS, aa low as $10 and as high as
V ANTED
Salesmen for guaranteed $200.
Loans are quickly made and
vm.
W.
A
Gold
20B
used automobiles. All prices. Cars strictly private.
DRS, BRONSON A BftONBOUff
Time: Ona month
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by to one year given.
Have the finest thing-iGoods remain In
the oven
High commissions. your possession.
manufacturers.
line for a gas or gasoline stove.
Homeopathlo Physicians an.1
Our rates ara reasAuto Clearing onable. Call and sea ua before borCall and let ua show them to you.
Great opportunity.
House, 240 Michigan Ave., Chicago. rowing.
Over Vann'a Drug Store.
PRICE $2.25
WANTED Representative. Ws want .. THE HOUSHOCLD LOAN CO. ..
Office 628; Residence 1011.
representative to handle Ford au- Steamship tickets to and from ail w
FOR RENT
ixxiiixxTxxxxiimxiixix
parts of tha world.
tomobiles In Albuquerque and viFOR RENT Two nice adobe rooms
DENTISTS
3 and 4. Orant Bldg.
cinity. Live hustler can easily clear
Rooms.
Western League.
for light housekeeping; very cheap.
$2,000 in season. Write with refer803 H West Railroad Ave.
cxxjocxx)Cxxxaxxxxrxxxxxxjrjo
Apply 617 So. Broadway.
Won. Lost. P. C.
Clubs
ences at once. Ford Motor Company
DR. J. K. KRAFT
PRIVATE OFFICES
FOR RENT SJ room room
64 ' 42
.604 FOR RENT Kimball and Harvard
Omaha
Dept. H, Detroit, Michigan.
Open Evenings.
lng house, new and modern;
46
Whit-so.678
n
63
Sioux City
condition.
pianos In excellent
Denial Surgery
WANTED Ca pa his salesman to cov
will be ready about Sept 1, "OS.
68
.537
60
Lincoln
Music Co.
er New Mexico with stapls Una.
FOR RENT a store rooms,
6
495
66
Denver
Rooms 1 and S, Barnett
$100
commissions,
with
High
Large, cool, furnished
else 25x50 ft; good location.
.431 FOR RENT
60
46
Pueblo
Over O RIelly's Drug Store,
monthly advincs. Permanent posirooms, 612 N. Second St.
Rooming
FOR
SALE
house,
guaran38
.853
70
Des Moines
To
sell
WANTED
Appointment
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith AGENTS
made by
rooms, doing good basin em
28
FOR RENT Furnished front bed
big
10c;
rasor;
safety
prise
teed
Co.. Detroit Mich.
Phone 744.
reasons
centrally
located;
for
room; gentleman; no Invalids. 410
buys
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
every
man
who
ahaves
profits;
aelllng-- .
South Arno.
WANTED Live, energetic men tor
EDMUND J. ALGER, DJDA.
American League.
one. Standard Supply Co., 1017
FOR 8ALR Modern S room
exclusive territory agency of "InAt Cleveland
R. H. E.
at.,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Whitman
residence,
brick,
good
location,
FOR SALE
Office hours, 0 sw m. to 1S:S0 p. ask
2
4
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
1
Cleveland
on terms or cash; $4,000.
WANTED Agents, either sex, earn
coal oil Into gss gives one hun0
6 11
Philadelphia
1:80 to 1 p, m.
exper
private
selling
In
Get
room
a Travelers' Accident and
week
$60 to $100
RENT Front
dred candlepower burns on manBatteries: Falkenburg,
Liebharit, FOR
Appointments
made by malL
pongee
Policy.
allk
Ave.
Honev
to
ncalth
Loan.
quisitely embroidered
family. 1110 W. Central
tle Instsntaneous seller. Write at
Foster and Clarke; Vlckers and
800 West Central Avenue, phone Mi
patterns,
M. L. SCHTJTT.
patterns,
drssa
walat
Company.
goats.
Inquire
Lighting
good
once.
400
Coast
SALE
FOR
Schreck.
219 South Second Street.
drawn work waists. National Im92n Yealer Way. Beettls.
of Oscar Llffrelng, Sablnal, N. M.
Second game
R. II. K,
Co., Desk D. 699 Broadway,
porting
LAWYERS
1
6 12
typewriter
Cleveland
FOR SALE Underwood
SALESMAN
First class all round
Mew York.
4 12
2
Philadelphia
$36. Mlllett Studto.
hustler to cover unoccupied terri,
W. D. BRYAN
Berger, Rhoades and FOR SALE Eight mules, broken to
Batteries:
tory selling stsple line to retail AGENTS wanted for the most rapid
en MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.
aelllng household necessity
Clarke; Vlckers, Dygert, Plank and
harness, medium size and young.
Technical knowledge untrade.
Attorney at Law
Schreck.
earth. Every woman buya ona on
Alejandro Sandoval. P. O. Sandoval,
necessary.
Permanent to right
alght Send 10 cents for aampla
N. M.
man. $30.00 weeiy. Expenses adOffice First National Bank BoUdtjaa
At Chicago
and full Information to Sales ManR. II. E.
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
Two-acr- e
Fifteen acres of very good land
ranch, under
Albuquerque, N. ML
ager, 182 Brinckerhoof Ave., Utloa,
2 FOR SALE
Chicago
6
6
Chicago.
Manager.
of
Irrigation and advanced state
under Irrigation, foar snUes swath
4
New York
6
Mew York.
1
modcultivation. Brick house with
ONE exclusive agent for every town
Batteries:
of town, well fenced with barbed
Walsh and Sullivan;
E. W. DOBSON
HONEST AGENTS 30 days' credit
Inquire of M.
ern Improvements.
to take orders for
Lake, Billiard and Blair.
wire and cedar posts; $760.00
8oaps selling
ready.
New
circular
Nash, 606 West Central.
women;
$100
men
and
suits f jr
.
Attorney at Law
Parker cash.
batter than ever.
monthly or more easily ejvrned;
At TVtrnlt- R. H. E. FOR. SALE A fine Hardman piano,
Chicago.
Co.,
Chemical
A
newest
tone.
atyles
new.
beautiful
260
good
outfit,
sample
as
2
9
0
Petrmt
Office, Cromwell Block,
woolens, in handsome carrying case, $1.23 PER WORD tnssrts classified
chance to possess an Instrument of
8
3
0
Wnshinetmi
Albuquerque, N. M.
what
estabOpportunity
half
at
cost.
to
papers
Just
free of
unexcelled make
in U.
BnTteries:
ads. In 36 leading
Uiinovnn and Schmidt;
Whit-son- 's
busigrowing
at
prosperous
On
exhibit
and
lish
Send for list The Daks Advertisit Is worth.
Smith and Street.
IRA M. BOND
Fifty aeree first clans Irrigated
d
ness without Investment. Full InMusic Store. 124 South
ing Agency, 437 8outh Mala street
land,
city,
miles
from
tlie
three
At St. Louis
Apply
every
Albuquerque.
R. H. E.
outfit
structions with
street.
Loa Angeles.
Attorney at Law
under high state of cultivation,
1
St. Lnuls
0 4
today. Tht Eagle Tailoring Co., MARRY your choice. Particular peoFOR SALE Al a bargain, a torand-neChi1
3
8
6
Boston
37,
Dept.
Franklin St..
fenced with hnrhed wire and Inrge
Stevens shotgun, never been
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights,
ple, everywhere, introduced withcago.
Batteries:
Howell and Spencer;
fired. A high grade and thorough,
price per acre, $75.00.
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trad
erdnr
po4s;
publicity; no fakes; details free.
out
Cicotte and Carrlgan.
Inquire at The SALESMEN AND AGENTS $ $ $
ly modern gun.
Marks, Claims.
Address, A. C, boa 1338, Los
m
Citizen office.
32 F Street, N. M Washington, D. $&
Cad.
can
per
be
over
$50.00
week
and
National Lcngiic.
made selling New Campaign Nov- AGENTS Introduce
to
SOPASTB
At New York Thirty thousand disT1IOS. K. D. ADDISON
time.
About 100 acres of first class
some
park
for
at
Traction
from now until election. Sells
elties
cator
shops, etc. Re
factories,
railroad
gusted fans were driven from grounds
clear
prompt
picnics
were
county
and
fairs,
and
to stores,
His decisions
Irrigated
ml,
la
located
four
miles
grease
quickly;
moves
Immense
by rain at seventh Inning.
dirt
Attorney at Law
private families. Complete line of
his Judgment s good, fair and imParker
salsa; amaxlng profits.
north of town, 50 acres under
Score
R. H. E. snd
Office 117 West Gold ATenne
was
50c.
entire,
Tilton-prepaid,
work
charges
Mr.
partial.
samples,
for
Chicago.
Co.,
Chemical
Chicago
4 7
cultivation (last year waa planted
ly satisfactory.
Order today. Chicago Novelty Co.,
2
0 2
New York
In wheat), well fenced with foar
60 Wahash Ave., Chicago.
JOHN W. WILSON
Batteries:
Pfelster
and Kiln;;
MALE
HELP
THIS.
ALL
HEAD
wires and cedar posts, main ditch
genome
A
salesman,
real
WANTED
Wlltse and Bresnahan.
Attorney mt Law.
a man who has ability and who will
runs through land, title perfect
J
You Never Know tlie Moment Wlien
Bank Bldg. Albuquerque, N. If.
have
sufferera,
hay
I
fever
consclen-tousl- y ASTHMA,
as
us
for
and
work
hard
At Philadelphia
R. II. E.
Price for the whole tract, for a
Tills Information May Prove of
you
liquid
cures.
a
If
found
that
to
himself,
as
for
would
he
6
6
0
Pittsburg
(Referee In Bankruptcy.)
Iniliilte Value.
short time only $0500.00.
This
want free bottle send six cents In
represent us exclusively In Arlsona
1
8
2
Philadelphia
Office phone 1172. State Ni
is worth considerable to any citiIt
T.
la a snap for somebody.
postage.
stamps
Address
for
large,
a
Mexico.
We
have
and New
MadJox, Gibson and sen of Albuquerque to know how to
Batteries:
Oorham, Grand Rapids, Mica. 476
well known and In every way first
Phelps; Sparks, Moren and Dooln.
and
be cured of painful, annoying
Shepard Bldg.
ARCHITECT
Advertisclass line ef Calendars,
Itching piles. Know then that Doan's
ing Specialties and Druggists La- WANTED Traveling men and solici
R. II. i3. Ointment Is a positive remedy for all
At Boston
bels and Boxes, and our line Is so
tors calling on druggists, confectionF. W. SPENCER
Boston
itchiness of the skin, for plies, ecers, etc , covering Albuquerque and
rr
attractive end varied that each and
St. Louis
relieves
zema, etc. One application
J Emate and Loans.
Notary
Her
every
every business In
surrounding territory and states, to
town In the
Architect
Batteries:
Tucker and Graham; and soothes. Read this testimony of
Public, $15 W. Gold Are,
carry our celebrated line of chococountry, without regard to else, csn
Karger and Bliss.
Its merit:
lates on good commission basis.
1221 Sunth Walter St
be successfully solicited. Our goods
Phone
at 325
A. M. Whitcomb, living
Bowea Allegrettl, 36 River St., Chi
Western League.
are very attractive, but no more so
N.
Eighth St., Albuquerque,
North
eago.
R.
II. E M.. says: "I have nothing to retract
At Pueblo
A Faithful Friend.
than our reasonable prices, and ws
INSURANCE
2
0 4
Des Moines
"I have used Chamberlaln'a Colic
know from the experience of others WANTED By lobbing house, men to
from the statement I gave for Doan's
1
,
10
7
Pueblo
Remedy
Cholera
who have been and are now In our
since
Diarrhoea
and
etc.,
rugs,
on
commisOintment some five years ego. What
linoleum,
sell
Batteries: Olmstead and Welgart; I then stated was to the effect that
B. A. 6LEYSTKR
first Introduced to the public
employ that any bright hustling
sion. Men calling upon small trade It was
James and MItz.
man who has good average ability
little In 1872, and have never found one
Comparatively
preferred.
this preparation had cured me of a
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Our Vast Experience in the
Optical Profession

weekly!I

SALE

Weather Bulletin

Assures you absolute comfort in Glasses Oround nndFitted by usj
BEBBER
OPTICAL CO., EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS

The three important factors in footwear are Style,

Fit and Quality.
The proposition is how to secure them at the lowest
cost.'
It is easy when the latter is not to be reckoned.
But to sell shoes that the most people want, at the
price they are1 willing to pay requires Enterprise,
Capital, Low Expenses.
All these things fare in our favor, enabling us to
solve the proposition to the satisfaction and profit
of our customers.
Be one of them.

Men s high or low Shoes, - - $1.85 to $5.00
Women's high or low Shoes, $ 1 .50 to $5 00
Children's high or low Shoes, $1.00 to $2.50

All

Summer Millinery
AT CLOSING OUT PRICES

All Summer Millinery must be closed

out

regardless of cost, to make room for fall goods

!

In looking over our Hat Stock we
a
dozen of odd Hats, which we want to
out and have cut the prices on them

1901

at $2.00

PI2RSONAL

ar

PARAGRAPHS

A
of nobby Soft Hats which sold at
$3.00 and
all shapes and colors

com-mande- ry

at $2.30

Quite an assortment of Knox Hats formerly
good style
$3.50 and

I

at $3.00

Some nice Stetson Hats

ad-ure- sa

out worth

latest shapes to

4.00 and 4.50

SIMON STERN

The Central Avenue Clothier

o,

Your Money Will Accomplish Most Here

IMS.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico,
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passing worthless checks. Her at- temperature was 94 degrees on the
The rapid Increase In our buslne
a visit from her sister. MLss Amelia by
torneys
took appeal and Mrs. Webb 4th and 6th; the minimum was 61 on Is due to good work and fair treatRaff, of Los Lunas. Miss Raff has
11,000
upon
bond.
ment of our patrons. Ilubbs Laun-drthe Sd.
recently returned home from attenJ fas released
MONTROSE W. HAYES.
Ing Valparaiso university of Indiana,
NOTICE.
Section Director.
which i one of the leading educa
On account of work going on In the
Paby won't suffer five minutes with
tional institutions of the Hoosler building the rink
will
days
for a few
croup If you apply Dr. Thomas' Eclec-tri- c
state.
me
of
cured
"Doan's
Ointment
only.
be opened for evening sessions
OH at once. It acts like magic.
that had annoyed me a long
Donald Parker, the young man ar
permanent."
cure
was
The
time.
In
rested a week ago on a complaint
jobbing
I make a specialty of
FEE'S GOOD ICE CRRAM AND see now GOOD.
sworn out by M. E. Porter, the pho brick work or plastering. K. Angrelo Hon. S. V. Matthews, Commissioner TCF1 CREAM SODA.
WALTON'S TASTE THEM.
tographer, charging
embezzlement, Gardette, brick mason and plasterer. Labor Statistics, Auruata, Me.
You'll I ke our bakery products.
DRUG STORE.
was released from the city Jail yeater Plume. 1191.
They
are as good as they look, and
SO
Do you know that we oporaU
You can save money on that bill of that's pretty nearly perfection. Soma
machines In our plant every day? lumtter if you buy from the
Superior say they are perfect. Anyway, wa
Tliat'a why we can make and sell liniler and Mill Co.
want you to try them, for ws know
11.80;
window frames for brick at
you'll like them as much as others
screen doors at $1.00; porch swings
Doctor Nacamull will be back fr
have.
at $5.00. Superior PlHiinlng MiU.
Europe In September and will b at
In
office
Armljo
his
the N. T.
buildln,
Our women's Jullettes are extreme- about September 16. HOI.
' Just received a lure shipment. Haven't room for them,
ly comfortable on the foot, look net
and are mukin special low prices this week to move them
Just received a carload of glass. I jet
and wear well. We have them In a
207 South First
variety of styles with, either leather us qnote you price. Superior Lumber
The Diamond IT
Cential Ave.
IT
or rubber heels, patent leather tlos and Mill Co.
or plain toes. Prices are tl.SI and
Albuquerque
Palace
I
For the Itfwt work on shirt waists
Suscrtbs for The Evening CU'sen
$1.76. C. May's Shoe Store, 314 Wwt
patronise Ilubbs Laundry Co.
and get the news.
Ctntral avenue.
South Second Street. Established
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A PROPOSITION IN SHOES

HATS

OF

12.

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

nt

Good
ROOM and

.

Miss Lutz
"208 South Second Street

al

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

REFRIGERATORS AT COST

klWAIItlM

er

$ 9.00 Ice
J 5.00

U.60

Refrigerator

; j 5.oo

(4

J 9.00

I

-

L. BELL CO.

JI5-X-

S. First St.

7

Whitney Company

WholesaleHardware
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware, Iron Pipe, Pumps. Valves,
Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supp ies, etc.
WAGONS.

IMPLEMENTS

FARM

AND

MACHINERY.

MAIL OROtma SOLICITED - ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

W.

J. PATTERSON

LIVERY AND BOARDING
J7-J-

STABLE

Watt Sllvtr Mv.nu.

Albuquerqut.

TELEPHONE ST

W

J

N. U.

w Fall
;the newest ideas

Direct from Philadelphia
are NOW DISPLAYED

New Shapes, New
- Colors.
Soft Hats $2.50 to $6.
Stiff Hats $2.50 to $5.
Youman's New Derby $5
E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 5. Second

-

119 IV.

Meat Market

ITn-to-d-

! 20.00

25.00

J

Highland Livery

$ 7.00

Box

Cold

The Result

c:

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City
F. J. HOUSTON CO.

Vann Drug Co

ds

DRUGGISTS

y.

ec-r.e-

CHAFING DISHES

Pioneer Bakery,

D

L-VL-

Lrll

!TT
J

St

i

'

